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Abstract 

 

i 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A new concept for the use of Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) in flat slabs is introduced. By 

adding steel fibres to a flat slab, the traditional reinforcement can be reduced, which may lead to 

more economic structures. Replacement of traditional reinforcement by SFRC saves both time and 

money and has ergonomic benefits in terms of labour. In the middle zone of the flat slab the 

traditional reinforcement is completely replaced by SFRC, due to the relative small occurring 

bending moments. In the column zones of the flat slab the traditional reinforcement is reduced as 

far as possible. 

 

To fully understand the potential of SFRC slab structures, contractors, engineers and authorities 

must be familiar with the material. This can better be stimulated by a simple and transparent 

engineering tool rather than by a complex FEM calculation. A structural design tool allows the 

engineer to quickly evaluate design variations. Besides, information can be added on building 

costs, amounts of material and even on environmental performance. At an early stage in the 

design process, statements could then be made concerning both design and constructions costs. 

 

After an introduction in Chapter 1, a numerical approach is adopted in Chapter 2, in order to 

describe the structural behaviour of a slab. The model is based on the Finite Difference Method 

(FDM) in which the structural behaviour of a slab is analytically described and numerically 

solved. The linear-elastic calculation of a concrete slab, by means of the FDM, proved to be in good 

compliance with the analytical results. 

 

By using the FDM both the bending and the torsional stiffness can vary among the pivotal points. 

As a result, physical nonlinearity is taken into account in Chapter 3. This is done by means of the 

multi-layer model. By creating a loop in the numerical model, a nonlinear analysis is conducted. In 

case of different approaches for the cracked torsional stiffness, large discrepancies in the load-

deflection curve of a slab occur. As a consequence, an assumption is made for the torsional 

stiffness. In further research, the determination of the cracked torsional stiffness needs special 

attention for both reinforced concrete and SFRC slabs. 

 

The numerical model is extended with two material related models in Chapter 4. Firstly, the 

tension-stiffening effect related to reinforced concrete is added. As a consequence, the load bearing 

capacity and cracked stiffness of a slab increases. Secondly, in order to define a failure criteria, the 

occurring normal and shear stresses are combined into principal stresses. This failure criteria can 
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result in early failure of a slab. Finally, the slab is divided into three reinforcement zones, in which 

different traditional reinforcement ratio can be used. 

 

In Chapter 5, for a simply supported slab, uniform loaded, the numerical model is successfully 

benchmarked with previous executed experimentally research. Recommendations for future 

planned experimental research are described as well. 

 

Chapter 6 demonstrates that the presence of steel fibres causes a higher load-bearing capacity of 

slabs. Moreover, it is proved that by adding steel fibres to a flat slab, in the column zones the 

traditional reinforcement can be reduced.  

 

An engineering tool has been developed by Witteveen+Bos for the building design of an 

underground parking garage. In Chapter 7, this engineering tool has been expanded with the 

current numerical model, in order to calculate the structural behaviour of a single slab. The 

intention is to expand the tool to include other structural elements, e.g. beams and columns, and 

different material options in the near future. 

 

Besides SFRC, the numerical model can be applied for all kind of nonlinear material behaviours, 

e.g. ultra-high performance concrete, lightweight concrete, timber, steel and aluminium. The 

numerical model could be extended and optimized with several options and be applied in civil, 

aerospace and maritime engineering. The major advantages compared with FEM software are the 

calculation time and the transparent approach. 

 

To fully understand the behaviour of SFRC slabs more research is desirable. Therefore, future 

planned experimental research should be conducted, by means of half-scale tests, on three slabs. 

Furthermore, FEM calculations should be executed to benchmark the numerical model for other 

load cases and supporting conditions. 
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PREFACE 

 

In this study, the overall behaviour of concrete slabs, in particular Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete 

(SFRC) flat slabs, is investigated. A numerical model is created for parametric design and an 
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obtain the master in Architecture, Building and Planning. It is carried out at the Department of the 
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NOTATIONS 

 

Arabic - Uppercase: 

cA   Concrete area       2mm  

,c effA   Effective tension area      2mm  

sA   Traditional reinforcement section    2mm  

,s DA   Traditional reinforcement section down    2mm  

,s UA   Traditional reinforcement section up    2mm  

D   Plate stiffness       2 /Nmm m  

,xx yyD D   Plate stiffness’s in x and y-direction, respectively   2 /Nmm m  

xyD   Torsional stiffness      2 /Nmm m  

E   Young’s Modulus      2/N mm  

cE   Young’s Modulus for concrete     2/N mm  

sE   Young’s Modulus for steel     2/N mm  

,xx yyE E   Young’s Moduli in x and y-direction, respectively  2/N mm  

xyE   Young’s Modulus in x/y-direction    2/N mm  

EI   Bending stiffness      2Nmm  

xxEI   Bending stiffness in x-direction     2Nmm  

F   Load        kN  

G   Shear modulus       2/N mm  

I   Moment of inertia      2mm  

,  x yL L   Length of a structural element in     2mm  

x and y-direction, respectively    

,  xx yyM M  Bending moments in x and y-direction, respectively  /kNm m  

xyM   Twisting moment      /kNm m  

,xy CM   Twisting moment at point C     /kNm m  

,xy DM   Twisting moment at point D     /kNm m  

,xy EM   Twisting moment at point E     /kNm m  
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,xy FM   Twisting moment at point F     /kNm m  

intM   Internal moment      /kNm m  

crN   Critical normal force      N  

extN   External normal force      N  

intN   Internal normal force      N  

,  xx yyQ Q  Shear forces in x and y-direction, respectively   /kNm m  

R   Concentrated corner force     kN  

,  xx yyR R  Edge force in x and y-direction, respectively   /kNm m  

,c xU   Pull-out displacement of the concrete in axial direction relative  2mm  

to the crack surface 

,s xU  Pull-out displacement of the traditional reinforcement in axial  2mm  

direction relative to the crack surface 

Z   Allowable limit         

 

Arabic - Lowercase: 

b   Width of the cross-section     mm  

Dd   Distance of the traditional reinforcement down   mm  

to top cross-section 

Ud   Distance of the traditional reinforcement up   mm  

to top cross-section 

cdf   Design value of the compression strength   2/N mm  

ctdf   Design value of the tension strength    2/N mm  

yf   Design value yielding of the traditional reinforcement  2/N mm  

,c effh   Effective height of the tensile area    2mm  

,  xx yyh h   Uncracked part of the cross-section     mm  

in x and y-direction, respectively   

,1tl   Transfer length of first generation cracks    mm  

,2tl   Transfer length of second generation cracks   mm  

,t avgl   Average transfer length      mm  

ln   Number of layers in the cross-section      

maxNX  Number of grid points in x-direction      
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maxNY  Number of grid points in y-direction      

q   Load        2/kN m  

s   Influence length      mm  

t   Height of the cross-section     mm  

nt   Height of a layer      mm  

v   Poisson ratio         

w   Deflection        mm  

z   Height of the compression zone     mm  

nz   Distance from centre layer to top cross-section   mm  

 

Greek – Uppercase: 

x   Step size tension-stiffening     mm  

 

Greek - Lowercase: 

x   Total pull-out displacement in axial direction relative to the mm  

crack surface 

c   Compression strain at top cross-section      

,2c   Ultimate compression strain       

,c x   Tensile strain in the concrete       

,maxft   Ultimate strain SFRC        

,s x   Tensile strain in the traditional reinforcement     

t   Tensile strain at bottom cross-section      

u   Ultimate strain traditional reinforcement     

y   Yielding strain traditional reinforcement      

,  
xx yy    Curvature in x and y-direction, respectively   1mm  

xy   Curvature in x/y-direction     1mm  

   Mesh size       1mm  

xy   Torsional deformation      1mm  

,  xx yy   Normal stress in x and y-direction, respectively   2/N mm  

,s x   Tensile stress in the traditional reinforcement   2/N mm  

,c x   Tensile stress in the concrete     2/N mm  
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1 2 3,  ,      First, second and third principal stress, respectively  2/N mm  

sr  Tensile stress in the reinforcement calculated for a cracked  2/N mm  

section at the moment of cracking 

rs   Residual tensile stress concrete     2/N mm  

,cs x   Bond stress between the traditional reinforcement and the  2/N mm  

surrounding concrete 

,  xx yy    Shear stress in x and y-direction, respectively   2/N mm  

 

Subscripts: 

c   Concrete        

c   Compression 

cr   Cracking 

i   Grid point in x-direction      

j   Grid point in y-direction      

i   Pivotal point for a beam 

,i j   Pivotal point for a slab      

m   Number of segments   

n   Layer 

p   Number of iterations in the nonlinear analysis  

s   Traditional reinforcement 

t   Tension  

u   Ultimate 

y   Yield 

 

Other: 

k   Diameter of the traditional reinforcement   mm  

DIM  Double Integration Method 

FDM  Finite Difference Method 

FEM  Finite Element Method 

SFRC  Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete 

SLS  Serviceability Limit State 

ULS  Ultimate Limit State 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Subject 

1.1.1 SFRC 

The essence of SFRC 

The application of steel fibres in a concrete mix mainly enhances the post cracking behaviour. 

SFRC possesses the ability to transfer tensile stresses across a cracked section. This mechanism 

influences both the serviceability limit state (SLS) and possibly even the ultimate limit state (ULS) 

of a concrete structure. The effects of SFRC in the SLS are a reduced crack spacing and crack width 

and an increased bending stiffness as well. The effect of SFRC in the ULS could be an increased 

load bearing capacity. This depends on the amount of steel fibres.  

 

Depending on the amount of steel fibres and the fibre geometry, the concrete can show either a 

strain-softening or a strain-hardening post cracking behaviour. This is shown in Figure 1.1. In case 

of a strain-softening behaviour the load capacity of a structural element decreases after the first 

crack is formed. This is in the load-deformation diagram characterized by a descending branch. In 

case of a strain-hardening behaviour, the structural element will be able to carry a higher load 

after the first crack is formed. If the load is further increased multiple cracks will occur. 

 

The residual tensile stresses for SFRC are considerably higher than for plain concrete. Especially 

statically undetermined structures, e.g. slabs, can benefit from this advantage due to stress 

distribution known from traditional reinforced concrete. 

  

 

 

 

Structural applications 

Nowadays SFRC is applied in many structures. In structural elements where considerable bending 

and axial stresses occur, such as in beams, steel fibres alone are insufficient. However, in some 

types of structures, such as industrial floors, foundations, and walls, SFRC can replace traditional 

Figure 1.1: Schematic description of an uniaxial test on SFRC compared with plain concrete 
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reinforcement partially. It has been noticed that the performance of steel fibres and traditional 

reinforcement is expected to be larger than the superposition of the two contributions separated 

[1.7]. Detailed information about SFRC is documented by the author in a literature survey [1.1]. 

 

1.1.2 Flat slabs 

General 

Free suspended concrete slabs are common structural elements in modern buildings. In flat 

construction, four main categories of two-way slabs can generally be distinguished: slabs on walls, 

on beams, on columns and waffle slabs. These categories are shown in Figure 1.2. Flat slabs 

represent the most economic technique [1.2]. The plate is directly connected to the column without 

any beam or head enlargement. The benefits of choosing flat slabs include a reduced slab 

thickness, (architectural) flexibility in the floor-plan, less building height and a flat soffit. 

Furthermore, the method saves construction time, as the formwork is simple. Therefore, flat slabs 

are nowadays often used for the construction of in-situ concrete frame buildings where a square or 

near-square grid is used. 

 

 

 

 

 

Load transfer 

A slab is commonly subdivided in column zones in both x and y-direction. The middle portion 

which is bound by the column zones is called middle zone (Figure 1.3). Both peak bending 

moments and shear forces occur in the column zones nearby the column, thus most of the 

Figure 1.2: (a) Two-way flat slab, (b) two-way flat slab with 

mushroom head, (c) two-way slab on beam, (d) two-way waffle slab 

[1.4] 
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traditional reinforcement in the slab is positioned above the column. The bending moments in the 

middle zone are more equally distributed.  

 

The ultimate strength of flat slabs is often imposed by punching shear failure load, which is 

usually lower than bending failure. Although there has been a lot of research, explanation on the 

punching shear failure has not been delivered. Punching shear failure will not be further discussed 

in this study. Deflection of flat slabs can be critical in the SLS, particularly with the general use of 

higher grades of traditional reinforcement. Furthermore, it is important that at service loads the 

crack width and spacing should be controlled. More information about flat slabs can be found in 

[1.2] and [1.3]. 

 

     

 

 

1.1.3 SFRC flat slabs 

Over the last 15 years the total replacement of traditional reinforcement by steel fibres has become 

completely routine in applications such as industrial and commercial flooring with suspended 

slabs on piles [1.4]. ArcelorMittal Wire Solutions is working on the development of free suspended 

SFRC flat slabs in SFRC7 [1.3]. While traditional applications are dealing with a combination of 

traditional reinforcement and steel fibres, the TAB-slab foresees steel fibres exclusively, except for 

the prescribed anti-progressive-collapse bars in the codes of practice. To achieve high ductility of 

the SFRC including strain-hardening and high bearing capacities, steel fibre dosages between 

1.3%and 1.5% in volume are used. Full-scale tests were achieved in Bissen, Luxembourg (2004) 

and in Tallinn, Estonia (2007). More than 40 realized projects have been conducted with the TAB-

slab construction method [1.4].  

 

Other than these relatively few projects, the use of steel fibres exclusively in free suspended slabs 

is limited. This is mainly due to the lack of design standards and codes of practice. This is mainly 

Figure 1.3: Position column and middle strips in x and y-direction, respectively 
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due to the relatively large spread in the orientation of the steel fibres. Research on fibre 

distribution demonstrates that the amount of fibres in adjacent cross-sectional planes sometimes 

varies with a factor three [5.6]. The variance in material properties has prevented the progress of 

suitable design models for SFRC. Simple material tests do not always successfully predict the 

contribution of the steel fibres in cases where structural geometry and boundary conditions 

control redistribution of load [1.5]. Results in this research revealed that SFRC ground slabs in 

bending had a 30% higher capacity than that predicted using material properties determined 

through beam testing. More information about the use of SFRC in flat slabs can be found in [1.6].  

 

1.2 Scope 

New concept for the use of SFRC in flat slabs 

As mentioned earlier, by adding steel fibres to free suspended flat slabs, the traditional 

reinforcement can be reduced. This may lead to more economic structures, since replacement of 

the traditional reinforcement by SFRC saves both time and money. It will lead to healthier 

construction workers due to the replacement of parts of the laborious traditional reinforcement 

with SFRC. In the middle zone of the flat slab the traditional reinforcement is completely replaced 

by SFRC, due to the relative small occurring bending moments. In the column zones of the flat 

slab the traditional reinforcement is reduced as far as possible. To ensure the safety of free 

suspended flat slabs the traditional reinforcement in the column zones cannot entirely be 

removed, because failure of a single slab may never occur in the collapse of a whole structure. An 

overview of the position of the traditional reinforcement is given in Figure 1.4. Note that for the 

entire slab SFRC will be applied. 

  

Figure 1.4: Traditional reinforcement in the flat slab, up and down, respectively 
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Design analyses 

In general, concrete slabs are important load bearing structural elements in house, industrial and 

high-rise buildings. A percentage of 59% of the total volume of concrete used for the construction 

of buildings is used for the realisation of slabs [7.2]. Therefore, optimal design is necessary, 

because slabs have an important impact on the total cost of the construction and environmental 

impact. To fully understand the potential of SFRC slab structures contractors, engineers and 

authorities must be familiar with the material. This can better be stimulated by a simple and quick 

engineering tool, than by a complex FEM calculation. In addition, an engineering tool allows the 

structural engineer to quickly evaluate design variations. Besides information can be added on 

building costs, quantities and even on environmental performance. At an early stage in the design 

process, statements could be made concerning the design and constructions costs. 

 

FEM analyses can be used at a later stage in the design process for detailed calculations, where 

parameters like slab openings, concrete shrinkage and creep are taken into account. However, 

these FEM calculations are too time consuming for design variations at an early stage of the design 

process.  

 

 

1.3 Research objective 

The main objective of this study is to analyse the structural behaviour of concrete slabs, in 

particular flat slabs with a combination of traditional reinforcement and SFRC as mentioned in the 

previous paragraph. Physical nonlinearity and material related models are taken into account. 

Simultaneously, an engineering tool will be developed for early design analyses. Geometric 

nonlinearity, punching failure and membrane action will not be taken into account. Furthermore, 

the concrete composition will not be discussed, a rheological and mechanical optimization is not 

the aim of the study. 

 

 

1.4 Research strategy 

In order to describe the structural behaviour of a concrete slab a numerical approach is adopted. A 

distinction is made between a global model describing the behaviour of a general slab on the one 

hand and physical nonlinearity and material related models on the other hand. The global model 

is based on the FDM in which the structural behaviour of a concrete slab is analytically described 

and numerically solved. Firstly, a numerical model, by means of the FDM, is developed for a 

linear-elastic beam (Appendix A). Secondly, in Chapter 2, a numerical model is conducted for a 
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linear-elastic slab as well. Thirdly, the beam is extended with physical nonlinearity in Appendix B. 

Fourthly, the slab is extended with physical nonlinearity in Chapter 3. Subsequently, two material 

related models are added to the numerical model and the slab is subdivided into reinforcement 

zones. Then the numerical model is verified by means of previous experimental research and 

recommendations for future planned experimental research are discussed. In addition, the 

parametric design for a flat slab is treated. Finally, an engineering tool is developed and the 

opportunities for design analyses in general are described. A schematic view of the adopted 

approach is given in Figure 1.5. 

 

Global model Kirchoff-
Love plate theory 
including finite 
difference solution 
procedure (Chapter 2)

Glodal model Euler-
Bernouilli beam theory 
including finite difference 
solution procedure 
(Appendix A) 

Physical nonlinearity 
slab (Chapter 3) 

Physical nonlinearity 
beam (Appendix B) 

Material related models 
(Chapter 4):
- Tension-stiffening
- Principal stresses
- Reinforcement zones

Verification of the 
numerical model 
(Chapter 5):
- Numerical modeling     
   SFRC
- Verification
- Recommendations   
   experimental research

Parametric design flat 
slab (Chapter 6) 

Design analyses 
(Chapter 7) 

Conclusions and 
recommendations 
(Chapter 8) 

Global model Euler-
Bernoulli beam/column 
theory (physical & 
geometrical nonlinearity) 
including finite difference 
procedure (Appendix E) 

Slab Beam

 

Figure 1.5: Schematic view of the research strategy 
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2 FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE SLABS 

2.1 Introduction 

Exact solutions of various differential equations of plate theories can only be obtained for special 

boundary and load conditions, e.g. a sinusoidal loading. If solutions of slabs with more 

complicated geometrical and material properties are to be obtained, numerical methods such as 

the Finite Element Method (FEM), the Finite Strip Method (FSM) and the Finite Difference Method 

(FDM) need to be applied.  

 

Despite the existence of numerous FEM software, e.g. Abaqus FEA and DIANA, the FDM can still 

be regarded as a numerical method that has merit due to its straight forwarded approach and a 

minimum requirement of both hardware and software. A clear and transparent numerical method 

corresponds with the conditions needed to develop an engineering tool for design analyses. 

Therefore, the FDM is preferred in this study to gain insight into the overall structural behaviour 

of concrete slabs. More information on the FDM can be found in [2.5]. 

 

 

2.2 Basic differential equations 

2.2.1 Basic assumptions 

The following assumptions are adopted in accordance with the Kirchhoff-Love plate theory [2.2]: 

1. A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (see Figure 2.1); 

2. The concrete behaves homogenously and isotropically; 

3. No traditional reinforcement present; 

4. The deflections are small with respect to the height of the slab; 

5. Shear deformation is neglected; 

6. Straight lines normal to the middle plane of the plate remain normal to the mid-

surface after deformation. 

  

Three extra assumptions are also adopted: 

1. Hinged connection between slab and supports; 

2. Prismatic slabs; 

3. Experimental and numerical analysis showed that column dimensions, material 

properties and the force introduction mode at the column border influence the 

moment distribution over the column support, whereas bending moment values in 

the middle zones do not vary exceedingly [1.4]. Nevertheless, the finite widths of the 

supports are not taken into account. 
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Figure 2.1: Laterally loaded rectangular slab 

 

2.2.2 Equations 

For plates the differential equation [2.2] is: 

4 4 4

4 2 2 4

3

2

2

with: 
12(1 )

d w d w d w
D q

dx dx dy dy

Et
D

v

 
   

 




       (2.1)  

 

The first term of Equation 2.1 relates to the load bearing capacity in the x-direction, and is equal to 

the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory (Equation A.1). The last term of Equation 2.1 relates to the load 

bearing capacity in the y-direction and the middle term describes the load bearing capacity due to 

torsion. Equation 2.1 can be split up into an equilibrium equation, constitutive equations and 

kinematic equations:  

 

Equilibrium equation: 

   


2 22

2 2
2

xy yyxx
d M d Md M

q
dx dydx dy

       (2.2) 

 

Constitutive equations:  

 3

2
with: 

12(1 )

xx xx xx xx yy yy

xx
xx

M D v D D

E t
D

v

       




      (2.3a) 

 3

2
with: 
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      (2.3b) 
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3

2
with: 

12(1 )

xy xy xy

xy

xy

M D

E t
D
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        (2.3c) 

 

Kinematic equations: 

2

2xx

d w

dx
           (2.4a) 

2

2yy

d w

dy
           (2.4b) 

2

xy

d w

dy dx
 


         (2.4c) 

 

 

2.3 Finite difference solution procedure 

2.3.1 General 

By using the FDM, the plate is disposed in a difference network, a pattern of squares (   ) 

formed by straight lines. The differential operators /d dx and /d dy  are both replaced by the 

difference operator  . The intersection of two net lines is called a “pivotal point”. The finite 

difference method applies a mathematical discretization of the plate continuum (Equation 2.2 to 

Equation 2.4) yielding a set of algebraic equations from which the plate deflections at the pivotal 

points can be obtained [2.5]. The differential equations are approximated by central finite 

difference expressions with first order accuracy. 

 

2.3.2 Equations 

The finite difference representation for the plate equation at pivotal point i,j is: 





4

[ , ]
20 [ , ] 8 ( [ 1, ] [ 1, ] [ , 1] [ , 1])             

             2 ( [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1])

             [ 2, ] [ 2, ] [ , 2] [ , 2]

D i j
w i j w i j w i j w i j w i j

w i j w i j w i j w i j

w i j w i j w i j w i j q


         

            

        

  (2.5) 

 

Equation 2.5 cannot be used in case of a physical nonlinear approach, because the bending 

stiffness’s [ , ]xxD i j  and [ , ]yyD i j  and the torsional stiffness [ , ]xyD i j  are different from each other at 

each pivotal point. Therefore, Equation (2.5) needs to be split up into an equilibrium equation, 

constitutive equations and kinematic equations. The finite difference representation for the 

equilibrium equation at pivotal point i,j is: 
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q

    (2.6) 

 

The finite difference representations for the constitutive equations are: 

 [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]xx xx xx xx yy yyM i j D i j i j v D i j D i j i j           (2.7a) 

 [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]yy yy yy yy yy xxM i j D i j i j v D i j D i j i j           (2.7b) 

 , ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy C xy xy CM i j D i j v i j            (2.7c) 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy D xy xy DM i j D i j v i j            (2.7d) 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy E xy xy EM i j D i j v i j            (2.7e) 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy F xy xy FM i j D i j v i j            (2.7f) 

 

The derivation of Equation 2.7c to 2.7f and Equation 2.9c to 2.9f is given in Appendix C. In books 

and papers two different ways of writing the relation between the twisting moment and the 

twisting deformation can be found [2.1]. The difference regards the definition of the torsional 

deformation. Authors use either xy or xy which leads to following different relationships: 

 ,xy xy Classic xyM D         (2.8a) 

 ,xy xy FEM xyM D         (2.8b) 

 

The torsional curvature xy  is half the torsional deformation xy . Therefore, the torsional stiffness 

,xy ClassicD  is two times ,xy FEMD . Equation 2.8a has been used in the derivation here, and is found in 

classical books on plate theory. Equation 2.8b is common in theory and user manuals of 

commercial finite element software.  

 

The finite difference representations for the kinematic equations are: 

2

[ 1, ] 2 [ , ] [ 1, ]
[ , ]

   



xx

w i j w i j w i j
i j       (2.9a) 

2

[ , 1] 2 [ , ] [ , 1]
[ , ]

   



yy

w i j w i j w i j
i j       (2.9b) 
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, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy C

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (2.9c) 

, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy D

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (2.9d) 

, 2

[ , ] [ 1, ] [ 1, 1] [ , 1]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy E

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (2.9e) 

, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy F

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (2.9f) 

 

Applying above equations to the pivotal points result into a set of linear equations. At each of the 

grid points at the ends of the plate 1i  , NXmaxi  , 1j   and NYmaxj  , there are two 

nonexistent values of the deflection w . Consequently, at each edge two additional equations are 

needed to obtain a system with the same number of equations and unknowns. This will be 

discussed in the next paragraph. 

 

2.3.3 Boundary conditions 

To obtain a unique solution for the set of linear equations, two boundary conditions at each edge 

needed to be added. The effect of the edges of the slab is taken into account by the bending and 

torsional stiffness. Nearly all boundary conditions can be defined (see remark). In Table 2.1 the 

four extreme cases are listed. In practice, a slab is always situated in between the four extreme 

cases. 

 

Table 2.1: Ideal boundary conditions 

  Bending stiffness of the edges (Deflection) 
Torsional stiffness  
of the edges  
(Rotation / Moment) 

A 
Rigid Support 

B 
Spring support 

C 
Not supported 

1 A-1: Fully B-1 C-1: Flat slab 

Fully restrained restrained slab 
  2 A-2 B-2 C-2 

Partial restrained 
   3 A-3: Simply- B-3 C-3: Slab only 

Not restrained supported slab 
 

supported in the corners 

 

The boundary conditions for the four extreme cases are: 

No restrained, rigid supported edge in y-direction: 

Deflection:  0w         

 Bending moments: 0xxM    
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Fully restrained, rigid supported edge in y-direction:  

Deflection:  0w         

 Rotation:   0
dw

dx
        

           

No restrained, not supported edge in y-direction: 

Edge force:  0                                      xxR       

 Bending moments: 0xxM   

 

Fully restrained, not supported edge in y-direction: 

Edge force:   0                                     xxR      

 Slope:   0
dw

dx
        

   

In Figure 2.2 multiple boundary conditions are shown, including the four extreme cases (BC I-1, 

BC I-2, BC III-1 and BC III-2). All the boundary conditions shown in Figure 2.2 will be taken into 

account in the numerical model. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Boundary conditions from GTB 2006 [2.6] 
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Remark: 

In the literature, [2.8] and [2.9], the equilibrium equation (Equation 2.6) is often applied for pivotal 

points {2,NXmax 1}i  and {2,NYmax 1}j . This is shown in Figure 2.3. By using the boundary 

conditions [ ,1]yyM i , [ ,NYmax]yyM i , [ ,1]w i , [ ,NYmax]w i  and [1, ]xxM j , [NXmax, ]xxM j , [1, ]w j

, [NXmax, ]w j  for pivotal points {2,NYmax 1}j  and {2,NYmax 1}j , respectively, four 

unknowns are left, namely [1,1]w , [NXmax,1]w , [1,NYmax]w and [NXmax,NYmax]w . It also 

known that [1,1] 0w  , [NXmax,1] 0w  , [1,NYmax] 0w  , [NXmax,NYmax] 0w  , so the linear 

set of equations can be solved. In Figure 2.4 the finite difference scheme at pivotal point 1,1 is 

shown.  

 

However, in this case the bending and twisting moments cannot be calculated at the edges of the 

slab. Therefore, in this study, Equation 2.6 is applied for pivotal points {1,NXmax}i  and 

{1,NYmax}j . 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The load case according   Figure 2.4: Finite difference scheme  

             to the literature [2.8]              at pivotal point 1,1 [2.9] 

 

By using the boundary conditions [ ,1]yyM i , [ ,NYmax]yyM i , [ ,1]w i , [ ,NYmax]w i  and [1, ]xxM j , 

[NXmax, ]xxM j , [1, ]w j , [NXmax, ]w j  for pivotal points {1,NXmax}i  and {1,NYmax}j , 

respectively, four unknowns are left: [0,0],w [NXmax+1,0],w [0,NYmax 1]w  and 

[NXmax 1,NYmax 1].w    Furthermore, [1,1],w [NXmax,1],w [1, max]w NY  and 

[NXmax,NYmax]w  can applied once, in x or y-direction. As a consequence, two additional 

equations are needed at each corner. In the case that slabs are simply supported or supported in 

the corners, the following equations are adopted: 

[0,1] 0xxM      [1,0] 0yyM    

[NXmax+1,1] 0xxM     [NXmax,0] 0yyM     (2.10) 
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[0,NYmax] 0xxM     [NXmax,0] 0yyM      

 [NXmax+1,NYmax] 0xxM    [NXmax, NYmax+1] 0yyM   

 

In case of a fully restrained slab and a flat slab the following equations are adopted: 

[1, 1] [ 1,1]w w  
               [NXmax, 1] [NXmax+2,1]w w    

[0,0] [2,2]w w
                [NXmax+1,0] [NXmax-1,2]w w  (2.11) 

[1,NYmax+2] [ 1,NYmax]w w                [NXmax+2,NYmax] [NXmax,NYmax+2]w w  

[0,NYmax+1] [2,NYmax-1]w w              [NXmax-1,NYmax-1] [NXmax+1,NYmax+1]w w  

  
In case of a no restrained edge and a fully restrained edge normal to the edge, two equations 

consistent with Equation 2.10 are adopted. 

 

2.3.4 Solve set of linear equations 

The amount of equations of the linear system can be determined by: 

 13 NXmax NYmax 12 (NXmax NYmax) 4           (2.12) 

 

The set of linear equations can be displayed in matrix notation by specifying a quotient matrix M , 

a column matrix V  and another column matrix P  as:  

M V P           (2.13) 

 

Subsequently, the linear set of equations can be solved by matrix inversion: 

 1M P V            (2.14) 

 

2.3.5 Output 

After solving the linear set of equations the column matrix V is known. Subsequently, the 

deflections, moments, shear forces, edge forces and corner forces can be calculated. The finite 

difference representation for the deflection w  at pivotal point i,j is: 

[ , ]w i j           (2.15) 

 

The finite difference representations for the moments xxM , yyM  and xyM  at pivotal point i,j are: 

[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]xx xx xx xx yy yyM i j D i j i j v D i j D i j i j           (2.16a)  
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[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]yy yy yy yy xx xxM i j D i j i j v D i j D i j i j           (2.16b)  

, ,

, ,

[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]
[ , ]

4
[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]

                 
4

xy C xy D

xy

xy E xy F

M i j M i j
M i j

M i j M i j

    


    


   (2.16c)  

 

The finite difference representations for the shear forces xxQ  and yyQ  at pivotal point i,j are (see 

Appendix D for the derivation of the shear forces): 

, ,

, ,

[ 1, ] [ 1, ]
[ , ]

2
[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]

                
2

[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]
                

2
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xx

xy C xy F

xy D xy E

dMdM
Q

dx dy

M i j M i j
Q i j

M i j M i j

M i j M i j







  

   


     


     


   (2.17a)  
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2

yy xy
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yy

xy C xy D

xy E xy F

dM dM
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dy dx

M i j M i j
Q i j

M i j M i j

M i j M i j







  

   


     


     


   (2.17b)  

 

The finite difference representations for the edge forces xxR  and yyR  at pivotal point i,j are (see 

Appendix D for the derivation of the edge forces): 

, ,

, ,

[ 1, ] [ 1, ]
[ , ]

2
[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]

               

[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]
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   (2.18a)  
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   (2.18b)  
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The finite difference representations for the concentrated corner force R at pivotal point i,j are: 

, ,

, ,

2

[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]
[ , ]

2
[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2]

            
2

xy

xy C xy D

xy E xy F

R M

M i j M i j
R i j

M i j M i j

  

    


    


    (2.19a)  

 

The finite difference representations for the normal stresses  xx  and yy  at pivotal point i,j are: 

 [ , ]xx xx xxE i j z            (2.20a)  

 [ , ]yy yy yyE i j z            (2.20b) 

  

2.4 Flow chart 

The flow chart of the linear-elastic finite difference analysis of a slab is shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

START

Input: Geometry
Young’s Modulus
Poisson ratio
Load
Meshsize

Add boundary 
conditions (par. 2.3.3)

Solve set of linear equations 
(par. 2.3.4)

Calculate output
(par. 2.3.5)

END

Assemble set of linear finite 
difference equations
(par. 2.3.2)

 

Figure 2.5: The flow chart of the linear-elastic finite difference analysis of a slab 
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2.5 Benchmark 

In the following example four extreme cases of a slab are numerically calculated by means of the 

finite difference analysis. They will be compared with Timoshenko [2.2]. A mesh refinement study 

is not yet performed, this will be conducted in Paragraph 3.6. In this example a mesh size of 

1/20L   is assumed. Linear-elastic material properties are assumed as well. 

 

Assumptions: 

4000 mmxL    230.000 N/mmE     

4000 mmyL    210 kN/mq   

150 mmt    200 mm   

 

The results of the benchmark are shown in Tables 2.2 till 2.5. 

 

Table 2.2: Benchmark of a simply supported slab (A-3) 

 0.30v   wmax  (mm)  xxM ,max  (kNm/m)  xxQ ,max  (kN/m)  xxR ,max  (kN/m)  R (kN)  

Finite difference analysis  1.1213 7.6468 13.5121 16.8066 10.3098 

Timoshenko (page 120)  1.1209 7.6640 13.5200 16.8000 10.4000 

Absolute error 0,037% 0.224% 0.058% 0.039% 0.867% 

 

 

Table 2.3: Benchmark of a fully restrained slab (A-1) 

 0.30v   wmax  (mm)  Mmax  (kNm/m)  Mmin  (kNm/m)  

Finite difference analysis  0.3568 3.6796 -8.1057 

Timoshenko (page 202)  0.3479 3.6960 -8.2080 

Absolute error 2.558% 0,443% 1,246% 

 

 

Table 2.4: Benchmark of a slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 

 0.25v   wmax  (mm)  centerM  (kNm/m)  

Finite difference analysis  7.3114 17.7149 

Timoshenko (page 220)  7.3102 17.7440 

Absolute error 0.016% 0.164% 
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Table 2.5: Benchmark of a flat slab (C-1) 

 0.20v   wmax  (mm)  centerM  (kNm/m)  

Finite difference analysis  1.7445 5.3342 

Timoshenko (page 249)  1.6922 5.2960 

Absolute error 3.091% 0.721% 

 

 

This example shows that the accuracy of the numerical solution satisfies with engineering 

accuracy for all the four extreme cases of the slab even with a relatively course mesh. A maximum 

error of 3.091% can be seen as acceptable, as concrete exhibits a large variability due to 

environmental factors as well as the natural variability [2.7]. 

 

 

2.6 Example 

For a better understanding of the force distribution in the slab the four extreme cases will be 

discussed and compared with each other. Therefore, the distribution of the moments, the shear 

forces, the edge forces and the concentrated corner forces will be calculated. A rectangular slab is 

considered, because of the different forces in both directions.  

 

Assumptions: 

 6000 mmxL    230.000 N/mmE   200 mm    210 kN/mq   

4000 mmyL    0.20v    150 mmt   

   

The results are shown in Appendix E. In case of the simply supported slab, the bending moments 

occur normal to the edges are zero, although the twisting moments are maximal. For the fully 

restrained slab the moments occur normal to the edges are exactly the reverse. In case of the 

supported slabs, the maximum bending moments occur in direction of the smallest span (y-

direction in this example). However, in case of the not-supported slabs the maximum bending 

moments occur in direction of the longest span. Furthermore, these bending moments are much 

larger. 

 

The force distribution between a fully restrained slab and a simply supported slab is different, 

because of the differing torsional stiffness of the edges. This is also the case for the difference 
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between a flat slab and a slab only supported in the corners. The torsional stiffness of the edges 

does influence the bending moments, the size of the moment sum does not change though [1.2].  

 

The force distributions of the four extreme cases, calculated by means of the FDM, are in good 

agreement with was expected. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the torsional stiffness of the 

edges have secondary influence on the force distribution, whereas the flexural stiffness of the 

edges is of primary influence. 

 

 

2.7 Conclusions 

The structural behaviour of slabs is described according to the Kirchhoff-love plate theory. The 

differential equation of linear-elastic slabs is approximated by a set of linear equations by means of 

the finite difference analysis. The benchmark shows that the finite difference analysis lead to high-

quality results. By using the FDM the stiffness’s xxD , yyD  and xyD  can vary among the pivotal 

points. As a result, physical nonlinearity can be taken into account, which will be discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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3 PHYSICAL NONLINEARITY SLAB 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a numerical model has been developed by means of the FDM for the 

calculation of a linear-elastic slab. In this chapter, the finite difference analysis is extended with 

physical nonlinearity. This consists of both material nonlinearity (nonlinear stress-strain 

relationship) and inhomogeneity of the cross-section due to traditional reinforcement. 

Furthermore, the torsional stiffness of a cracked cross-section will be discussed and the procedure 

for a nonlinear analysis is described. 

 

3.2 Multi-layer model 

Material nonlinearity and inhomogeneity of the cross-section is taken into account by the multi-

layer model. The multi-layer model is based on three principles [3.1]: 

- Stress-strain relation  

- Horizontal equilibrium 

- Incremental procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Second basic principle of the multi-layer model [3.2] 

 

The cross-section is divided over its height into layers (See Figure 3.1). For each layer the strain is 

determined by calculating the average strain in the corresponding layer. A linear strain 

distribution over the height of the cross-section is assumed. For each layer, the stress can be 

determined from the stress-strain relation of concrete after which the corresponding contributions 

         int , , , , 0
ln

n n s D s D s U s U
n

N b t A A

           int , , , ,

ln

n n n s D s D D s U s U U
n

M z t b A d A d
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of the stresses to the internal force 
intN  and the bending moment 

intM  are calculated. After 

adding the contributions of all layers including the contribution of the traditional reinforcement, 

the internal force and bending moment are known. Equilibrium is found when the internal force is 

zero [3.2]. In Paragraph 3.6 the results of diverse values for the number of layers 
ln  will be 

discussed. 

 

The third principle of the model is the incremental procedure. In small steps the strain 
t  at the 

bottom of the cross-section is increased. After each step, iteration is necessary to accomplish the 

equilibrium of forces in the cross-section. Therefore, the strain 
c at the top of the cross-section is 

adjusted until the internal force is equal to zero. By repeating the incremental steps, a moment-

curvature diagram of a cross-section is simulated.  

 

The Young’s Moduli xxE and yyE  are calculated in the multi-layer model by: 

int

int

3

/( )

/( )

with: 1/12

xx xx xx

yy yy yy

E M I

E M I

I b t





 

 

  

        (3.1) 

        

In Equation 3.1, the contribution of any traditional reinforcement to the moment of inertia I  is 

not taken into account explicitly. However, the contribution of the traditional reinforcement is 

taken into account in the bending stiffness, by means of the multi-layer model, and as a 

consequence, the fictive Young’s moduli xxE and yyE  are higher than the Young’s modulus of 

concrete cE . To determine the plate stiffness’s 
xxD  and yyD  the fictive Young’s Moduli xxE and yyE  

of Equation 3.1 are substituted in Equation 2.3a and 2.3b.  

 

 

3.3 Torsional stiffness 

3.3.1 General 

Torsional failure of concrete members is initiated by the principal tensile stress developed due to 

shear stresses, which arises due to torsion. Concerning the literature [3.4] and [3.5], it can been 

concluded that steel fibres improves the torsional strength, torsional toughness and the torsional 

stiffness of a beam. The torsional stiffness of a concrete element decreases drastically once cracking 

occurs. However, it is difficult to determine the torsional stiffness, because cracks are distributed 

discontinuously. Four approaches for the torsional stiffness of a concrete slab are mentioned 

below: 
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1. Uncracked part of the cross-section 

The torsional stiffness for a strip (x-direction) is given by: 

3

3

with: 
2(1 )

G t

E
G

v






        (3.2) 

  

Therefore, the torsional stiffness for a slab (x and y-direction) is: 

 
3

2
3

G t
          (3.3)  

 

After cracking, only the volume of the uncracked part of the concrete can resist torsion. With this 

consideration the torsional stiffness xyD  is defined as follows: 

 

3
[ , ] [ , ]2

[ , ]
3 2

xx yy

xy

h i j h i j
D i j G

 
  

 
      (3.4)  

 

2. Timoshenko 

According to Timoshenko [2.2] the cracked torsional stiffness xyD  for a reinforced concrete slab is 

given by: 

 [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]xy xx yyD i j D i j D i j          (3.5)  

 

3. Chou, Aguchi, and Tanabe 

According to the numeral calculation of a reinforced concrete slab by means of the finite difference 

analysis by Chou, Aguchi, and Tanabe [3.3] torsion has no significant influence on the deflection 

of a reinforced concrete slab under uniform load in the elastic region, but it will increase the load 

carrying capacity of the slab. In this research the following approach for the torsional stiffness has 

been adopted: 

3

3

1/2( [ 1, ] [ 1, ]) [ , ]2
[ , ]

3 4

1/2( [ , 1] [ , 1]) [ , ]2
               

3 4

xx xx xx
xy

yy yy yy

h i j h i j h i jG h
D i j

t

h i j h i j h i jG h

t

     
  

 

    
  

 

   (3.6)  

 

4. Twistless case 

It is assumed that the torsional stiffness xyD  is zero, and as a consequence, the twisting moment 

are zero. No twisting moments in the slab means that the middle term of Equation 2.1 can be 

skipped. Then the load q  is half transferred in the x-direction and half in the y-direction: 

[ , ] 0xyD i j           (3.7) 
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3.3.2 Example 

The entire sequence of the behaviour of a concrete slab will be predicted. This is done by means of 

increasing the load, from first cracking to failure of the slab. Four approaches for the torsional 

stiffness of a concrete slab as mentioned in the previous paragraph will be discussed. The 

following assumptions are adopted: 

- Simply supported slab; 

- Stress-strain relationship of SFRC according to CUR Regulation 111 [5.4]; 

- Equal distribution of the traditional reinforcement in the slab, 10 250 ; 

- The number of layers 15ln  , the mesh size 500 mm  , the allowable limit  0.01Z  (see 

Paragraph 3.4); 

- In each step the load q  is increased with 21 /kN m  until failure of the slab. 

 

Assumptions: 

6000 mmxL    4000 mmyL    150 mmt    0.20v   

2200.000 N/mmsE   2
, 314,2 mms DA   2435 N/mmyf   0.9Dd t  

230 N/mmcdf   3
,1 1.75 10c

    3
,2 3.5 10c

    2
,1 3 N/mmftdf   

2
,2 2 N/mmftdf   2

,3 2 N/mmftdf     

 

In Figure 3.2 the results of the four approaches on the load-deflection curve are shown. 

 

Figure 3.2: Load-deflection curves of four different assumptions of the torsional stiffness 

 

The results shown in Figure 3.2 can be compared with the yield-line theory. The bending moment 

after yielding of the traditional reinforcement is about 38 kNm . Therefore, a plastic moment 
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38 kNmpM  is assumed. According to the yield-line theory [3.6] the maximum uniform 

distributed load for a rectangular simply supported slab is given by: 

 






 






 

    

   
         

    
   

      
  



 

2

2 2

2 2

38
16.7 40.3 kN/m

4

1 1
1.5

2 2 0.595        with: 8 8 16.97
2 2

1.5 0.595
3 3

1 3 1 1 3 1.5 1
        with: 0.595

2 2 1.5

        and / =1.5 and 1

p

y

x y

M
q

L

L L

    (3.8) 

 

There are large discrepancies between the four approaches. Approach 4 is a lower bound solution 

and the yield-line theory gives an upper-bound solution. The yield-line theory is in fair 

compliance with Approach 1 and 2.  

 

The slope discontinuity of Approach 1 at  234 kN/mq  is because the traditional reinforcement 

in x-direction starts to yield. At this stage, the traditional reinforcement in y-direction exhibits 

already plastic deformation. Therefore, the uncracked height of the cross-section in both directions 

substantial decreases, and as a result, the torsional stiffness decreases significantly (see Equation 

3.4). Since at each pivotal point equilibrium is needed (Equation 2.6), the bending moments will 

increase, and hence the uncracked height of the cross-section decreases once again. This process is 

repeated until convergence is achieved, although it results in relative large deflections for a single 

load step. The exact procedure for the nonlinear analysis will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

 

The maximum load of Approach 3 is 2132 kN/m  resulting in a maximum deflection of 

122.8 mm.  This approach adopted by Chou, Aguchi, and Tanabe [3.3] overestimates the load-

bearing capacity enormously. 

 

3.3.3 Conclusions 

It is observed that the torsional stiffness is of major importance on the load bearing capacity of a 

concrete slab. It is complicated to determine the torsional stiffness exactly, as a result of which four 

approaches were discussed. Approach 1 will be adopted in this study, since it is a clear and 

conservative one. Furthermore, this approach seems to predict the load bearing capacity with 

reasonably accuracy, since the results were comparative to the yield line theory.  

More research is needed to quantify the effect of steel fibres on the torsional stiffness, torsional 

strength and torsional toughness of a slab. Looking back, SFRC should not have been used in this 
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example, since the effect of steel fibres is not taken into account equally in all the four approaches 

of the torsional stiffness. 

 

 

3.4 Procedure for nonlinear analysis 

In Appendix B two principles are discussed to calculate beams including physical nonlinearity by 

means of the FDM. Both principles can be applied for static determinate structures, e.g. a beam. In 

case of a statically undetermined structure e.g. a slab, the force distribution in the structure 

depends on the bending stiffness. Therefore, the bending stiffness 1( )pEI   can only be calculated 

when it corresponds to the curvature p  (see Figure 3.3). As a consequence, only Principle 2 can be 

applied. If Principle 1 is applied, no horizontal equilibrium is found. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Principle 2 [3.3] 

 

The iterative process for Principle 2 can be explained as follows: 

(a) The Young’s Moduli 1( )xxE  and 1( )yyE  are calculated by means of the multi-layer model; 

(b) The linear set of equations is solved; 

(c) The new Young’s Moduli 2( [ , ])xxE i j  and 2( [ , ])yyE i j  are calculated by means of the multi-

layer model corresponding to the curvature 1( [ , ])xx i j  and 1( [ , ])yy i j  from step (b); 

(d) If the differences between 2 1( [ , ]) ( [ , ])xx xxE i j E i j  and 2 1( [ , ]) ( [ , ])yy yyE i j E i j  are not within the 

allowable values 1( [ , ])xxZ E i j  and 1( [ , ])yyZ E i j , respectively, then substitute 
2( [ , ])xxE i j and 

2( [ , ])yyE i j  into step (b) and repeat the procedure until both 1( [ , ]) ( [ , ])xx p xx pE i j E i j   and 

1( [ , ]) ( [ , ])yy p yy pE i j E i j   are within the allowable values. 
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The entire calculation stops if at pivotal point ,i j  the strains are smaller than the ultimate 

compression strain ,2c  or larger than the ultimate tensile strain of the traditional reinforcement 


u

. This is the case if no horizontal equilibrium can be found in the multi-layer model. In 

Paragraph 3.6 the results of diverse values of the allowable limit Z  will be discussed.  

 

Remark: 

The pivotal points outside the edges of the slab cannot be calculated by means of the multi-layer 

model, since the size of the curvature outside the edges of the slab is mesh size dependent. 

Moreover, this are fictitious pivotal points. Therefore, it is assumed that the Young’s Moduli of the 

pivotal points outside the edges of the slab are equal to Young’s Moduli of the pivotal points at the 

edges of the slab. In case of a simply supported slab and a slab supported in the corners, this 

assumption does not influence the force distribution, since the bending moments at the edge 

points are always zero. However, in case of a fully restrained slab and a flat slab this may affect 

the force distribution. 

 

 

3.5 Flow chart  

The flow chart of the finite difference analysis including physical nonlinearity is given in Figure 

3.4. 
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START

Input: Geometry
Material properties
Poisson ratio
Load
Other

Add boundary 
conditions

Solve set of linear equations

Calculate the output

END

Assemble set of linear finite 
difference equations

Calculate the Young’s Moduli 
Exx[i,j] and Eyy[i,j]  corresponding to 
the curvature ϰxx[i,j] and ϰyy[i,j] 
(multi-layer model – par. 3.2)

(Exx[i,j])p+1-(Exx[i,j])p < Z*(Exx[i,j])p

(Eyy[i,j])p+1-(Eyy[i,j])p < Z*(Eyy[i,j])p  (par. 3.4)

NO

YES

Edit torsional 
stiffness Dxy[i,j] (par. 3.3)

 

Figure 3.4: The flow chart of the finite difference analysis including physical nonlinearity 

 

 

3.6 Parameters 

In this paragraph the results of several parameters on the accuracy and the relative calculation 

time of the numerical model will be discussed. The following assumptions are adopted: 

- Simply supported slab; 

- Stress-strain relationship according to CUR Regulation 111 [5.4]; 
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- Equal distribution of the traditional reinforcement in the slab, 10 250 ; 

- The load q  affects the number of iterations. Therefore, it is assumed that the load is 90% 

of the load bearing capacity of Approach 1 2( 0,90 38 34 kN/m )q    ; 

- The geometry and the material properties are the same as in Paragraph 3.3.2. 

 

First, a study is conducted for the mesh size:  

Mesh size  :  1/2 ,1/4 ,1/8 ,1/16 ,1/32y y y y yL L L L L  

 

The effect of the mesh size  on the accuracy and calculation time of the numerical model is 

shown in Table 3.1. A linear-elastic calculation is assumed and the number of layers  20ln . 

 

Table 3.1: Effect mesh size on the accuracy and calculation time of the numerical model 

    2000 mm  1000   mm  500   mm  250   mm  125   mm  

wmax  (mm)  6.648 7.483 7.483 7.486 7.482 

Calculation time (-)  0.18 1 3.1 14.1 65.7 

 

It is shown that a relatively course mesh size (1000 mm) does not affect the accuracy of the 

numerical model. For all meshes the linear set of equations is solved in a second, but significant 

time is needed to find horizontal equilibrium at each pivotal point. In further calculations a mesh 

size of 1/8 1/10 Ly  is adopted, because the finite difference analysis is not highly accurate for 

complicated supporting conditions [3.3].  

 

Secondly, a study is conducted for the layers and the allowable limit: 

Layers ln :  5,10,20,40 

Allowable limit Z : 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 

 

The effect of the number of layers and the allowable limit on the accuracy and the relative 

calculation time of the numerical model are shown in Figure 3.5. In case of few layers ( 5)ln , the 

Young’s Moduli are slightly underestimated by means of the multi layer model. Therefore, the 

center deflection of the slab is overestimated. The accuracy of the numerical model mainly 

depends on the allowable limit. An allowable limit 0.1Z  results in a large underestimation of 

the center deflection of the slab. In further calculations a number of layers of 10ln   and an 

allowable limit of  0.001Z is adopted. In this case, the error would be about 5%, which is 

supposed to be acceptable for design analyses. 
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Figure 3.5: Effect of the number of layers and the allowable limit on the accuracy  

and the relative calculation time of the numerical model 

 

 

3.7 Conclusions 

The finite difference analysis of concrete slabs is successfully extended with a physical 

nonlinearity. The nonlinearity is calculated by means of the multilayer model. Smeared concepts 

are used to describe the material behavior of both concrete and traditional reinforcement.  

 

Furthermore, the effect of four approaches for the torsional stiffness on the load bearing capacity 

of a concrete slab is discussed. It has been noticed that there are large discrepancies in the load-

deflection curve of the approaches. Finally, a study is conducted to the effect of several parameters 

on the accuracy and calculation time of the numerical model, after which default values for the 

parameters are chosen. 
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4 MATERIAL RELATED MODELS 

4.1 Tension-stiffening 

4.1.1 General 

The term “tension-stiffening effect” represents the capacity of the intact concrete between 

neighbouring cracks to carry a limited amount of tensile forces. The reason for this effect is bond 

slip between the traditional reinforcement and the neighbouring concrete [4.8]. The tension-

stiffening effect contributes to the plate stiffness’s xxD  and yyD . 

 

At a crack, the full internal tensile force is carried by the traditional reinforcement, whereas 

between the cracks some amount of tensile force is transferred through bond to the surrounding 

concrete, which results in a reduction in the stresses of the traditional reinforcement [4.5]. In case 

of SFRC a residual stress 
rs  is assumed at a crack, whereby not all the internal tensile force is 

carried by the reinforcement [4.3]. This assumption is also adopted in the Italian Regulation CNR-

DT 204/2006 and the Model Code 2010 to calculate the crack width and spacing [5.6]. 

 

The tension-stiffening effect is calculated by means of the tensile-bar model [4.4]. Since the finite 

difference analysis, as discussed in Chapter 3, is not suitable to take discrete cracks into account, 

the average contribution of the concrete between the cracks is taken into account by the stress-

strain relationship of concrete. 

 

The following assumptions for the tensile-bar model are adopted: 

- The effective concrete area  , ,c eff c effA b h  of a slab is given by: 

   

        


     

 

,1

, ,

, ,

, ,1

1/2 ( )

( 1/2 )
with: 

              

cr ftd

c s D s D s U s U

c s D s s U s

cr c eff ftd

N b t z f

b t t E A E d A E d
z

b t E A E A E

N A f

   (4.1) 

- The effective concrete area ,c effA is subjected to a constant tensile force. However, in 

practice the bending moments and thus the tensile forces are not constant in a slab (see 

remark);  

- Statistical variance of the material properties is not taken into account; 

- Linear-elastic material properties, the strain in the steel cannot be larger than the yield 

strain  y ; 

- The value of the residual stress  rs  will occur at the yielding strain  y  in a standard 

stress-strain relationship of concrete. 
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The tensile force distribution along the transfer length is calculated from a bond-slip relationship. 

The transfer length is divided into a number of segments m  with a length of x . The following 

bond-slip relationship is assumed [4.4]: 

    , 1 1cs x x cda b f         (4.2) 

 

The calculation is repeated until the tensile force in the steel minus the critical normal force crN  is 

greater than or equal to the residual stress of the concrete
rs times the effective concrete area ,c effA . 

The transfer length for first generation cracks is given by: 

  ,1 2( 1)tl m x         (4.3) 

 

The transfer length for second generation cracks is given by: 

  ,2 ( 1)tl m x          (4.4) 

 

In practice, the distance in between second generations cracks will not exactly be ,2tl  due to 

statistic variance of the material properties. The maximum crack distance for second generations 

cracks is equal to first generation cracks is equal to ,1tl . The minimum crack distance for second 

generations cracks is equal to ,2tl . Therefore, the average transfer length ,t avgl  for a complete crack 

pattern is assumed at a value of ,21,5 tl [4.4]. As a consequence, the maximum strain max
 at the 

average transfer length ,t avgl  is given by: 

,1, ,2,

max

,1, ,1

,2, ,2

2

3
with: Average steel strain at 

          Average steel strain at 

s avg s avg

s avg t

s avg t

l

l

 













       (4.5) 

 

The stress in the concrete 
c  at the average transfer length is given by: 

,1, ,2,

,1, ,1

,2, ,2

2

3
with: Average concrete stress at 

          Average concrete stress at 

c avg c avg

c

s avg t

c avg t

l

l

 













      (4.6) 

 

The values max  and  c  are substituted in the stress-strain relationship of the concrete. More 

information about the tension-stiffening analysis can be found in [4.4] and [4.6]. 
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Remark: 

Salet [4.6] concluded in his study: 

The tension-stiffening effect is usually calculated from the assumption of a constant tensile load 

distribution along the length, i.e. pure bending or approximately a four point bending load acting on 

a beam. The stiffness contribution of the cracked concrete is only of any importance in case of a low 

percentage of reinforcement. 

 

In case of a parabolically distributed tensile force, i.e. approximately an uniformly distributed type of 

load acting on a beam, the tension-stiffening effect is even in case of a low percentage of reinforcement 

of minor importance. The reason for this is that the crack spacing is smaller, since the position of the 

cracks is also affected by the distribution of the tensile force. Application of the fictitious stress-strain 

relationships, calculated from models based on a constant tensile load along the length, therefore 

results in a substantial overestimation of the stiffness of the cracked concrete face. 

 

4.1.2 Flow chart 

The flow chart of the tension-stiffening analysis is given in Figure 4.1. 
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START

Input: a1      Ncr

b1      As

Δx     Ac,eff

σrs        Es

σsr        Ec

Ux[m]=ΣdUs,x-ΣdUc,x

δx[m+1]=Ux[m]

Calculate output

END

δx[1]=0

τcs,x[m]=a1+b1√δx[m]*fcd

NO

YES

dσsx[m]=(π⌀k)/As*τcs,x[m]Δx
σs,x[m]=σsr+Σdσs,x

σc,x[m]=(Ncr-σs,x[m]*As)/Ac,eff

εs,x[m]=σs,x[m]/Es

εc,x[m]=σc,x[m]/Ec

dUs,x[m]=1/2Δx*(εs,x[m]-εs,x[m-1])
dUc,x[m]=1/2Δx*(εc,x[m]-εc,x[m-1])

σs,x[m]*As-Ncr ≥ -σrs*Ac,eff

  

Figure 4.1: The flow chart of the tension-stiffening analysis  

 

4.1.3 Example 

A tension-stiffening analysis is conducted. The stress-strain relationship of SFRC is according to 

CUR Regulation 111 [5.4].  

 

Assumptions: 

 
1 0.07a   

230 N/mmcdf    2
,1 3 N/mmftdf    

2200.000 N/mmsE   
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1 0.32b   3

,1 1.75 10c
    2

,2 2 N/mmftdf   2435 N/mmyf   

1x    3
,2 3.5 10c

     2
,3 1 N/mmftdf    150 mmt   

 

In Figure 4.2 the tension-stiffening effect on the stress-strain relationship of SFRC for a varying 

number of bars is shown.  

 

  

Figure 4.2: The tension-stiffening effect on the stress-strain relationship of SFRC (  = 10 mmk ) 

 

Note that the tension-stiffening effect influences a small part of the stress-strain relationship of 

SFRC. Figure 4.2 shows that increasing the section of the traditional reinforcement 
sA , will lead to 

a reducution of the tension-stiffening effect on the stress-strain relationship of SFRC. 

 

Assuming a constant traditional reinforcement section 
sA , a varying diameter of the traditional 

reinforcement 
k  has little effect on the strain-stress relationship of SFRC. The increment of 

stresses in the traditional reinforcement      ,( )/sx k s cs xd A x  will change though, and as a 

consequence, also the crack spacing and crack widths. Nevertheless, this has minor influence on 

the average concrete stress (Equation 4.6) and thus the average steel strain (Equation 4.5). 

Therefore, the values 
max  and 

c  remains nearly the same.  
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Subsequently, the tension-stiffening effect on the load bearing capacity of a slab will be discussed.  

 

The following assumptions for the numerical model are adopted: 

- Simply supported slab; 

- Equal distribution of the traditional reinforcement in the slab,  10 250 ; 

-  In each step the load q  is increased with 
21 /kN m  until failure of the slab; 

- The number of layers 10ln  , the mesh size 1/10 400 mmL   and the allowable limit 

 0.01Z ; 

- Principal stresses are not taken into account. 

 

Assumptions: 

6000 mmxL    4000 mmyL    0.20v   

 

The tension-stiffening effect on the load bearing capacity of a slab is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: The tension-stiffening effect on the load bearing capacity of a slab 

 

It can be concluded that the tension-stiffening effect may lead to an increase of the load bearing 

capacity of a slab. However, in case of high traditional reinforcement ratios, the difference in load 

bearing capacity would be less. In addition, caution is needed, since a constant tensile force is 

assumed (see remark). This results in an overestimation of the stiffness of the concrete [4.6]. More 

information about the tension-stiffening effect for SFRC can be found in [4.3]. 
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4.2 Principal stresses 

4.2.1 General 

The contribution of the shear forces and twisting moments are taken into account by the shear 

forces xxQ  and yyQ  and the contribution of the bending moments is taken into account by the 

bending moments xxM and yyM . However, the intensity of the shear stresses due to the twisting 

moments is unknown, since an assumption for the torsional stiffness is made in Paragraph 3.3. 

Therefore, the stresses of both the bending and twisting moments will be combined into principal 

stresses. 

 

First, the shear forces xxQ and yyQ , and the bending moments xxM  and yyM are converted to shear 

and normal stresses, respectively. The normal stresses  [ , , ]xx i j n  and  [ , , ]yy i j n  are assembled 

from the multi-layer model. According to [4.1], the shear resistance of a cross-section is provided 

by the region of the path along which the compressive force is transmitted to the supports and not, 

as widely considered, by the region of the beam below the neutral axis through aggregate 

interlock. Therefore, a continue shear stress distribution over the uncracked height of the cross-

section is assumed. The shear stress is given by: 

[ , ]
[ , ]

[ , ]
xx

xx

xx

Q i j
i j

b h i j
 


        (4.7) 

[ , ]
[ , ]

[ , ]

yy

yy

yy

Q i j
i j

b h i j
 


        (4.8) 

 

Secondly, the shear and normal stresses can be transformed in principal stresses by means of the 

Cauchy stress tensor. The Cauchy stress tensor is given by: 

xx zz yy

zz yy xx

yy xx zz

  

   

  

 
 

  
 
 

        (4.9) 

 

The Cauchy stress tensor obeys the tensor transformation law under a change in the system of 

coordinates. A graphical representation of this transformation law is Mohr’s Circle [4.7]. A three-

dimensional state of stresses of the Cauchy stress tensor is shown in Figure 4.4. Note that zz and 

zz  always are zero, because the 3-D situation of a plate is by means of the Kirchhoff-Love plate 

theory transformed to a 2-D situation. Thirdly, the principal stresses 1 2[ , , ],  [ , , ]i j n i j n   and 

3[ , , ]i j n  are calculated by solving Equation 4.9. Failure of a layer is assumed if the principal 

stresses in layer n  at element ,i j  are lower than the design value of the compression strength cdf  
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or higher than the design value of the tensile strength ftdf . As a consequence, both the normal and 

shear stress in layer n  will drop to zero for the following iterations. 

 

Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional state of stresses of the Cauchy stress tensor [4.2] 

 

4.2.2 Flow chart 

The flow chart of the analysis of the principal stresses is given in Figure 4.5. 

START

σxx[i,j,n] = σyy[i,j,n] = 0
τxx[i,j,n] = τyy[i,j,n] = 0

END

Assemble σxx[i,j,n] and σyy[i,j,n]  
from multi-layer model

fcd > σ1[i,j,n] > fctd 
fcd > σ2[i,j,n] > fctd 
fcd > σ3[i,j,n] > fctd 

Calculate τxx[i,j,n] and τyy[i,j,n]

Solve the principal stresses 
σ1[i,j,n], σ2[i,j,n] and σ3[i,j,n]

YES

END
NO

 

Figure 4.5: The flow chart of the analysis of the principal stresses 
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4.2.3 Example 

The effect of combining the normal and shear stresses on the load bearing capacity of a slab will be 

discussed. The assumptions for the numerical model are the same as in Paragraph 4.1.3 except the 

tension-stiffening effect is not taken into account. 

 

The influence of the principal stresses on the load bearing capacity of a slab is shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6: Influence of the principal stresses on the load bearing capacity of a slab 

 

Failure of a single layer, due to critical principal stresses at the tensile part of the uncracked zone, 

will result in a new iteration to find horizontal equilibrium. However, this results once again in 

failure of a single layer at the tensile part of the new uncracked zone, and will finally lead to early 

failure of the slab (Principal stresses - Approach 1).  

 

Therefore, in this study, a continue shear stress distribution over the compression zone of the 

cross-section is assumed (Principal stresses - Approach 2). As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the 

difference between this approach and the standard situation is minimal, although the difference 

can be significant for other geometrical and boundary conditions. 

 

More information about the tension stiffening effect including different shear stress distributions 

is given in [4.3]. 
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4.3 Reinforcement zones 

The slab is subdivided into three different reinforcement zones. Traditional reinforcement is 

applied in the column zones in both directions (see Figure 4.7). This results in two zones having 

both a different traditional reinforcement ratio, namely ,2xxD  and ,2yyD . 

 

Less or no traditional reinforcement will be applied in both directions of the field zone. Because 

flat slabs generally have a rectangular shape, it is assumed that the traditional reinforcement in 

both directions is equal, hence ,1 ,1xx yyD D . Note that the content of steel fibres in the different 

zones do not differ. 

 

  

  

Figure 4.7: Reinforcement zones in x and y-direction, respectively 

 

The influence of the reinforcement zones on the load bearing capacity of a flat slab will be 

discussed in Chapter 6.  

 

 

4.4 Flow chart of the complete numerical model 

The flow chart of the finite difference analysis including physical nonlinearity and the material 

related models (including the reinforcement zones) is given in Figure 4.8. Note that the material 

related models are optional. The code of the numerical model, programmed in Wolfram 

Mathematica 8.0 for Students, is given in Appendix G. The references mentioned in the code direct 

to the numbers plotted in Figure 4.8. 

 

xL xL

yL yL
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START

1. Input:  Geometry
Material properties
Poisson ratio
Load
Other

5. Add boundary conditions

6. Solve set of linear equations

11. Calculate the output

END

4. Assemble set of linear finite 
difference equations

7. Calculate the Young’s Moduli 
Exx[i,j] and Eyy[i,j]  corresponding to 
the curvature ϰxx[i,j] and ϰyy[i,j] 
(multi-layer model)

10. (Exx[i,j])p+1-(Exx[i,j])p < Z*(Exx[i,j])p

      (Eyy[i,j])p+1-(Eyy[i,j])p < Z*(Eyy[i,j])p

NO

YES

2. Tension-stiffening (par 4.1)

9.Principal stresses (par. 4.2)

3. Reinforcement zones (par. 4.3) 

8. Edit torsional stiffness Dxy[i,j] 

YES/NO

YES/NO

YES/NO

 
 

Figure 4.8: Flow chart of the finite difference analysis including 

 physical nonlinearity and material related models 
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5 VERIFICATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the Dutch Code to design SFRC elements is briefly described. Two computational 

crack concepts to model the softening behaviour of SFRC are discussed. Subsequently, the 

experimental research is compared with the results calculated by the finite difference analysis 

described in previous chapters. A benchmark is conducted for a three-point bending test 

according to CUR Regulation 111. Furthermore, benchmarks for the four extreme cases of a slab 

are conducted. Finally, recommendations for future planned experimental research will be 

presented. 

 

 

5.2 Modelling the stress-strain behaviour of SFRC 

5.2.1 CUR Regulation 111 

The Dutch CUR Regulation 111 [5.4] enables a post cracking behaviour for SFRC. The application 

of SFRC makes it possible to redistribute stresses in static indeterminate structures. Consequently, 

the load bearing capacity in static indeterminate structures can increase enormously when 

compared to the load bearing capacity of a single beam. Nevertheless, a three-point bending test 

prescribed by RILEM TC162-TDF 2003 in CUR Regulation 111 has been recommended by RILEM 

to test and model the softening behaviour of SFRC. 

 

The stress – Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD) relationship of SFRC is transformed by 

CUR Regulation 111 to a stress-strain relationship. The CMOD’s at which the residual strengths 

are calculated are 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm. The maximum strain is a predefined strain of 25 ‰. The 

stress-strain relationship of SFRC according to CUR Regulation 111 is shown in Figure 5.1. More 

information about CUR Regulation 111 can be found in [5.6]. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Stress-strain relationship of SFRC in SLS according to CUR Regulation 111 (in Dutch) [5.4] 
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5.2.2 Numerical Modelling 

Computational crack concepts can be categorized into discrete and smeared concepts. In case of 

the discrete concepts, the fracture process can be based on a representation of the displacement 

discontinuity by separation of neighbouring elements [5.3]. In case of the smeared concepts, the 

displacement discontinuity will be smeared over a certain finite distance. This directly leads to a 

stress-strain relationship. To obtain correspondence between a discrete concept and a smeared 

concept, the average crack spacing need to be equal to the mesh size [5.2].As a consequence the 

fracture energy remains the same. 

 

Stress-strain relationships are often used in numerical calculations of SFRC structures in bending. 

Before cracking, the stress-strain relationship is considered as objective and mesh-independent. 

After cracking, the stress-strain relationship might suggest multiple cracking at an average crack 

spacing that is dependent on the mesh size. However, it is hard to determine the average crack 

spacing and this does not only depend on the material properties. Whether or not multiple cracks 

occurs also depends on the structural system, the load configuration and the geometry of the 

structure [5.1]. Therefore, the softening part in the stress-strain relationship of CUR Regulation 111 

cannot be considered as objective material properties [5.2]. However, it is not the aim of this study 

to investigate for which structural elements CUR Regulation 111 is applicable though, hence 

caution is needed. 

 

 

5.3 Verification 

5.3.1 CUR Regulation 111 

General 

An experimental and numerical test result on a SFRC beam is compared. Previous experimental 

research is conducted by Hendriks [5.5]. An experimental program was executed which involved 

a three-point bending test on a SFRC beam according to CUR Regulation 111. The results of 

experiment 4 are transformed by means of CUR Regulation 111 to a stress-strain relationship, 

which results in material properties for the numerical model. Hence, the fibre distribution in the 

beam does not affect the results of the benchmark. Note that the compression strength of the SFRC 

beam is determined on a compression test obtained from the same cast.  

 

Two approaches for smeared cracking are adopted. In case of the first approach, the material 

properties are smeared out of the total length of the beam. In case of the second approach, the 

material properties are smeared out over a certain influence length. 
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Material properties smeared out over the total length of the beam 

The following assumptions for the numerical test are adopted: 

- Constant height of the beam 125 mmt   (no notch); 

- The numerical model, as mentioned in Appendix B, is applied, hence the simulation is 

load-controlled; 

- In each step the load is increased with 1 kN  until failure of the beam (no horizontal 

equilibrium). 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the load-deflection curve at midspan for both the experimental research and the 

numerical test.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Experimental research vs. CUR Regulation 111 (1) 

 

As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the rotational capacity of the numerical test does not match with the 

results of the experimental research, although the maximum load corresponds well. The 

experimental research was conducted under displacement control, whereas the numerical results 

were obtained under load control. In the numerical test, the bending stiffness is underestimated, 

due to assumed height of 125 mm over the total length of the beam. 

 

Material properties smeared out over an influence length 

The material properties according to CUR Regulation 111 are smeared out over an influence 

length s . Besides the influence length, a linear-elastic behaviour of the beam is assumed. Hence, 

one crack is simulated just like in case of the experimental research. 
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The following assumptions for the numerical test are adopted: 

- Constant height of the beam 125 mmt   (no notch); 

- The double integration method is applied with the moment-curvature diagram as starting 

point instead of the load, hence the simulation is displacement-controlled.  

 

Figure 5.3 shows the load-deflection curve at midspan for both the experimental research and the 

numerical test.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Experimental research vs. CUR Regulation 111 (2) 

 

In case of 500 mms  , the material properties are smeared out over the total length of the beam, 

just for the numerical test in Figure 5.3. The load remains the same, although the rotational 

capacity differs. Hence the difference is made clear between a displacement-controlled simulation 

and a load-controlled simulation.  

 

As can be seen in Figure 5.2, in case of an influence length 125 mms  , the numerical calculated 

load-deflection curve is in close agreement with the experimental results. The maximum load 

bearing capacity of the SFRC beam is not very sensitive to the exact value of the influence length, 

but the effect of the influence length on the rotational capacity of the cross-section is relatively 

large. In literature, similar calculations were compared with finite element calculations, after 

which was found that 1/2 62.5 mms t  is suitable [5.1]. However, according to the German DAfSt 

Regulation the influence zone s  in a three-point bending test is 140 mm [5.6]. This correlates with 

the influence length of 125 mm found in Figure 5.3. 
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Conclusions 

The best fit with the experimental research occurs if the material properties in a three-point 

bending test are smeared out over an influence length of about 125 mm. However, in practice, 

multiple cracks will occur if both traditional reinforcement and steel fibres are applied. Engineers 

would find the second approach difficult to work with, since it is not exactly clear where in the 

slab cracks will occur. Furthermore, in day-to-day engineering practice the first approach is well 

established. Therefore, the first approach will be adopted in this study, although a disadvantage is 

that this approach is load-controlled. However, if sufficient traditional reinforcement is applied, 

the load will not drop if multiple cracking occurs.  

 

The benchmarks in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show that more research is desirable to transform the stress-

crack width relationship of various structural elements correctly into a stress-strain relationship. 

 

5.3.2 Simply supported slab 

In Paragraph 2.5, the four extreme cases of a linear-elastic slab, uniform loaded, are successfully 

benchmarked with the analytical solution according by Timoshenko [2.2]. In case of a beam, 

physical nonlinearity is taken into account by means of the FDM and the Double Integration 

Method (DIM), (Appendix B). The FDM has been programmed in Wolfram Mathematica and is 

successfully compared with the DIM, which has been developed in Microsoft Excel. In C.hapter 3, 

the slab is extended with a physical nonlinearity. However, an assumption is made for the 

torsional stiffness. 

 

In this paragraph, the numerical model is compared with a previously executed experimentally 

tested reinforced concrete slab by Muspratt [5.10]. The simply supported slab has been subjected 

to an uniform load. 

 

The following assumptions for the numerical model are adopted: 

- In each step the load q  is increased with 20.15 /kN m  until failure of the slab; 

- The number of layers 10ln  , the mesh size   1/10 305 mmL and the allowable limit 

 0.001Z ; 

- A tensile strength of  21.3 N/mmctf  is assumed; 

- Tension-stiffening is taken into account. 

 

Assumptions: 

 3050 mmxL    3050 mmyL    83 mmt   0.20v   
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 2185.000 N/mmsE   2310 N/mmuf   2450 N/mmyf   57 mmDd   

  6.35 mmk    2
, 259 mm /ms DA   228 N/mmckf     3

,1 1.0 10c

 3
,2 3.5 10c

    327.5 10y
     

 

The results of the experimental research vs. the numerical model are shown in Figure 5.4. 

 

 

 

 

For a simply supported square slab, uniform loaded, the load according to the yield line theory 

[3.6] is given by: 

 
2

24
pM

q
L

         (5.1) 

 

In this example, a plastic moment  6.4 kNm/mpM is assumed, which results in a failure load of:  

   2

2

6.4
24 16.5 kN/m

3.05
q  

 

The reason for the slope discontinuity at  211 kN/mq  in the numerical results is discussed in 

Paragraph 3.3. In case of small deflections, the results of the numerical model are in good 

compliance with the experimental research. However, the linear-elastic plate stiffness is, to some 

extent, overestimated. 
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Figure 5.4: Experimental research vs. the numerical model 
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The numerical model does not approach well to the results of the experimental research for large 

deflections, but this is not important in the day-to-day engineering. The maximum allowable 

deflection for concrete slabs in the SLS, according to Eurocode 2 [5.5], is  max 1/250 12 mmw L , 

which is much smaller than the maximum deflections measured in the experimental research. 

 

Between the experimental research and the numerical model deviations may have several causes: 

- The Kirchhoff-Love plate theory is only valid for infinitesimal strains and small rotations 

(small deflection theory); 

- Material variability; 

- Membrane effect; 

- Assumption for the torsional stiffness; 

- Actual support conditions. 

 

The numerical model may be applicable to other load cases as well, although the FDM is not 

highly accurate for non-uniform loading or complicated supporting conditions [3.3]. Additional 

research, by means of experimental tests and FEM calculations, on both simply supported slabs 

and flat slabs is desirable.  

 

 

5.4 Recommendations for experimental research 

Recommendations for future planned experimental research will be presented in this paragraph. 

The aim of the experimental research will be to investigate how SFRC slabs act when they are 

subjected to an uniform load. The test will be displacement-controlled, so the post-cracking 

behaviour of the SFRC can be taken into account. The steel fibre content shall be 
345 kg/m . The 

slab will be simply supported to avoid punching shear failure. Moreover, it is complicated to 

restrain the edges of a slab correctly [5.6]. 

 

The experimental research will consist of three different half-scale tests on concrete slabs, namely 

SFRC only, traditional reinforcement only and a combination of SFRC with traditional 

reinforcement. Therefore, the amount of synergy between the SFRC and traditional reinforcement 

can be studied. In [1.4], it has been concluded that small beam specimen, e.g. the bending test 

according to CUR Regulation 111, fail to supply useful information for SFRC slab design. 

Alternatively, large scale round slab specimen could be used to derive material properties. 
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Test program 

The following assumptions for the experimental research will be adopted: 

- Effective span 4000/2 2000 mmx yL L   ; 

- Width of the supports are 80 mm , so the slab dimensions will be 2080 mm  2080 mm ; 

- Thickness of the slab 150/2 75 mmt   ; 

- Dramix® steel fibres RC-65/60-BN, 345 kg/m ; 

- Equal distribution of traditional reinforcement in the slab, 8 125 . 

 

Half-scale tests: 

- SFRC slab 

- Reinforced concrete slab 

- SFRC slab including traditional reinforcement 

 

Sample tests: 

- Compression tests according to NEN-EN 12390-3 

- Three point bending tests according to NEN 14651 

- Round slab specimen according to ASTM C1550-03a (Optional) 

 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

CUR Regulation 111 to design SFRC elements is briefly described and two computational crack 

concepts to model the softening behaviour of SFRC are discussed. In this study, the smeared 

concept is adopted, in accordance with CUR Regulation 111. 

 

A benchmark is conducted for a three-point bending test according to CUR Regulation 111, by 

means of two approaches. In case of the first approach, the material properties are smeared out of 

the total length of the beam. In case of the second approach, the material properties are smeared 

out over a certain influence length. The first approach is adopted in this study, because it is well 

established in day-to-day engineering practice. 

 

Furthermore, the numerical model is successfully benchmarked with previous executed 

experimentally research for a simply supported slab, uniform loaded. Finally, recommendations 

for future planned experimental research were described. The experimental research will consist 

of three types of half-scale tests on slab including sample tests. 
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6 PARAMETRIC DESIGN FLAT SLAB 

6.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, by adding steel fibres to flat slabs, the traditional reinforcement can be 

reduced, which may lead to more economic structures. In order to get a better understanding of 

the structural behaviour of a flat slab, the influence of the amount of steel fibres and the width of 

the column zone on the load bearing capacity of a flat slab is analysed.  

 

The following assumptions are adopted: 

- In each step the load q  is increased with 20.5 /kN m  until failure of the slab; 

- No traditional reinforcement is applied in the field zone; 

- Stress-strain relationship of SFRC is according to CUR Regulation 111; 

- The number of layers  15ln , the mesh size   1/10 400 mmL and the allowable limit 

 0.001Z ; 

- Tension-stiffening is taken into account. 

 

Assumptions: 

   4000 mmx yL L L   125 mmt   0.20v    2500 N/mmyf

2200.000 N/mmsE   327.5 10y
      0.9Dd t   0.1Ud t   

,2, ,2, ,2, ,2,= = =A = 12-150xx U xx D yy U yy DA A A  

 

     

6.2 Numerical results 

6.2.1 Amount of steel fibres 

The following assumptions are adopted: 

- The amount of steel fibres are 
30 kg/m and 

340 kg/m , material properties were obtained 

by Hendriks [5.5]; 

- The width of the column zone is 1200 mm; 

 

SFRC:     229.9 N/mmckf    2
,1 3.67 N/mmftrepf   

 2
,2 2.75 N/mmftrepf   2

,3 2.39 N/mmftrepf  

Plain concrete:  229.9 N/mmckf    2
,1 3.67 N/mmftrepf   

 2
,2 1 N/mmftrepf   2

,3 0.001 N/mmftrepf  
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In order to avoid numerical instability of the multi-layer model, small tensile stresses are adopted 

for plain concrete. The effect of the steel fibres on the load bearing capacity for both a flat slab and 

a slab supported in the corners is shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Effect of steel fibres on the load bearing capacity of a flat slab 

 

The flat slab shows failure at an early stage due to the large peak moments in the corners of the 

slab. Note that the absolute value of these peak moments is depending on the mesh size. 

Therefore, for design analyses in the near future on flat slabs it is recommended to take the mesh 

size equal to the dimensions of the columns. However, in practice, the boundary conditions of a 

flat slab are always situated in between the extreme cases of a slab supported in the corners and a 

flat slab. As a result, the peak moments considerable decrease and the load bearing capacity 

increases significantly (see Figure 6.1). Figure 6.1 shows that adding steel fibres may lead to a 

higher load-bearing capacity. However, further research is needed. 

 

6.2.2 Width of the column zone 

Assumptions: 

- The amount of steel fibres is 340 kg/m , material properties were obtained by Hendriks 

[5.5]; 

 

The effect of the width of the column zone on the load bearing capacity of a flat slab is shown in 

Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Effect of the width of the column zone on the load-bearing capacity of a flat slab 

 

In case the width of the column zone is 0 mm, no traditional reinforcement is applied. In case the 

width of the column zone is 2000 mm, the width of the field zone is   4000 2 2000 0 mm . In 

Figure 6.2 it is shown that an increase in width of the column zone results in a higher load-bearing 

capacity. However, the increase in load-bearing capacity between a width of the column zone of 0 

and 800 mm is significantly larger than between a width of the column zone of 1200 and 2000 mm. 

This is shown in Figure 6.3 as well. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Effect of the width of the column zone on the maximum load of a flat slab 
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6.3 Conclusions 

It is demonstrated that the load-bearing capacity of both a flat slab and a slab supported in the 

corners is positively affected by the presence of steel fibres. Moreover, it is proved that by adding 

steel fibres to flat slabs, in the column zones the traditional reinforcement can be reduced.  

 

Nevertheless, a comprehensive parameter study must be performed to quantify the effect of 

reducing the traditional reinforcement in the column zones on the load bearing capacity, and the 

consequences on the design and construction costs.  
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7 DESIGN ANALYSES 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters a study for the use of SFRC in flat slabs is conducted. In this chapter, 

other opportunities of the current numerical model will be described. In addition, an engineering 

tool for structural design calculations is developed, of which the present state and future aspects 

will be discussed. 

 

 

7.2 Opportunities for the numerical model 

Besides SFRC, the numerical model can be applied for all kind of nonlinear material behaviours, 

e.g. ultra-high performance concrete, lightweight concrete, timber, steel and aluminium. Plates are 

indispensable in civil, aerospace and maritime engineering. The wings and a large part of the body 

of an aircraft, for example, consist of a slightly curved plate skin with an array of stiffened ribs. 

The hull of a ship, its deck and its superstructure are also plate structures. Plates are also 

frequently parts of machineries and other mechanical devices [2.5]. 

 

The major advantages of the numerical model compared with FEM software are the calculation 

time and the transparent approach.  

 

The numerical model could be extended with: 

- Non-distributed loads; 

- Rotational and axial springs at the edges; 

- A variable thickness of the lower side of the slab for architectural design; 

- Applying the Mindlin-Reisner plate theory instead of the Kirchoff-Love plate theory; 

- Geometrical nonlinearity; 

- Dynamics. 

 

However, the numerical model should not be modified to become too detailed, since it is not the 

purpose of the model. Finally, the performance of the numerical model could be increased by: 

- Speed optimization; 

- Simplifying the code;  

- Creating an executable of the numerical model, since the current numerical model is 

programmed in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0 for Students.  
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7.3 Engineering tool 

7.3.1 General 

For the building design of an underground parking garage an engineering tool has been 

developed by Witteveen+Bos (see Figure 7.1). Its shows construction engineers the consequences 

of design choices, e.g. number of floors, construction methods and parking options, with regard to 

costs and quantities. The construction engineer directly receives visual feedback about a certain 

design choices. In addition, these design choices can be saved simply and compared with each 

other. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the engineering tool is programmed in JavaScript, so 

no complex software is needed. The engineering tool can be started in a web browser containing a 

JavaScript plug-in. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Engineering tool of the building design of an underground parking garage (in Dutch) 

 

The engineering tool is extended with a structural module based on the current numerical model, 

so structural calculations can be made for a single concrete slab. The input parameters for the 

structural module are ensued from the building design of the parking garage. The input 

parameters are A) length, B) width and C) height. In the structural module the engineer can 

choose, for example, the amount of traditional reinforcement, material properties and boundary 

conditions. These options will be imported in Wolfram Mathematica by means of a plain text file 

(Appendix H). If the calculation in Wolfram Mathematica is completed the output will be exported 

in plain text format to the structural module, after which the engineer receives visual feedback.  
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In the current version, the engineering tool is one-directional. It calculates and shows the output of 

the structural module based on the input it gets from the building design of the underground 

parking garage. However, the structural module should be capable of making a two-directional 

calculation. If the calculation of the slab in the structural module is completed, the output of the 

structural module is send back to the building design.  

 

7.3.2 Flow chart 

A scheme of the engineering tool including the structural module is shown in Figure 7.2. 

 

Building design of a 
underground parking garage

Parameters A, B and C (.txt)

Data

Calculation numerical model
(Wolfram Mathematica)

Structural module slab

Additional structural modules, e.g. 
column, beam, slab

Input

Visual feedback

Visual feedback

Output (.txt)

Input (.txt)

 

Figure 7.2: Scheme of the engineering tool including structural module 

 

7.3.3 Present state and future aspects 

Other structural modules, e.g. beams and columns, can be added to the engineering tool as well. 

These modules can be calculated by means of the finite difference analysis as described in 

Appendix A,B and F. However, the engineering tool should not be modified to become much 

more detailed, since that defeats the purpose of the tool. In a lot of situations less detailed 

information is even better, because the number of parameters is limited to only the relevant 

parameters, it reduces calculation time and gives a better insight in the design process. However, 

it requires some structural knowledge of the user, because the engineer is responsible for the right 
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input [7.1]. Input of unrealistic or incorrect values in the GUI may even lead to crashing of the 

JavaScript plug-in.  

 

 

A structural engineer can consult construction workers in an early stage of the design process by 

means of the engineering tool (see Figure 7.3). A realistic value for the slab thickness, rather than a 

conservative one, can result in significant concrete cost savings and may lead to a winning tender. 

Detailed FEM analyses, if necessary, can be used at a later stage in the design process for detailed 

calculations, where parameters like slab openings, concrete shrinkage and creep are taken into 

account. 

 

Multiple structural modules of a concrete slab can be assigned to the engineering tool, for example 

the yield line theory, rain flow analogy and the sand hill method. These modules can be compared 

with each other to evaluate the structural element.  

 

In practice, it is yet unclear if the engineering tool leads to a more economic and efficient design 

process. If this is the case, similar tools can be developed for, e.g. residential and office buildings 

or for civil engineering applications, as large quantities of concrete are used. 

 

DESIGN

(High-tech) Concrete

CONSTRUCTION

Design Analyses FEM Analyses
 

Figure 7.3: Position of design analyses in the design process [7.3] 

 

 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, several options for expansion of the numerical model are discussed. An 

engineering tool is introduced for the building design of an underground parking garage. 

Furthermore, a structural module of a slab by means of the numerical model is successfully added 

to the engineering tool. Multiple structural modules of a concrete slab can be assigned to the 

engineering tool as well. Finally, the present state and future aspects of the engineering tool and 

design analyses in general are discussed.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 Conclusions 

The structural behaviour of slabs is described according to the Kirchhoff-love plate theory. The 

differential equation of linear-elastic slabs is approximated by a set of linear equations by means of 

the finite difference analysis. The accuracy of the finite difference analysis satisfies with 

engineering accuracy for all the four extreme cases of the linear-elastic slab. 

 

Physical nonlinearity is calculated by means of the multilayer model, where smeared concepts are 

used to describe the material behavior of both concrete and traditional reinforcement. By creating 

a loop in the numerical model, a nonlinear analysis is conducted. It has been noticed that there are 

large discrepancies in the load-deflection curve of different approaches for the torsional stiffness, 

and as a result, an assumption is made for the torsional stiffness. The precise contribution of the 

steel fibres to the torsional stiffness is unclear as well. 

 

Two material related models are added to the numerical model. First, the tension-stiffening effect 

is taken into account. It is concluded that the tension-stiffening effect may lead to an increase of 

the load bearing capacity of a slab. Secondly, the normal stresses and shear stresses are combined 

into principal stresses. Depending on the shear-stress distribution, the load bearing capacity may 

significantly decrease. Furthermore, the slab is subdivided into three different reinforcement 

zones, in which different traditional reinforcement ratio can be used. 

 

For a simply supported slab, uniform loaded, the numerical model is successfully benchmarked 

with previous executed experimentally research. Recommendations for future planned 

experimental research are described as well. 

 

It is demonstrated that the load-bearing capacity of a slab is increased by the presence of steel 

fibres. Moreover, it is proved that by adding steel fibres to flat slabs, in the column zones the 

traditional reinforcement can be reduced. 

 

Furthermore, an engineering tool has been developed by Witteveen+Bos for the building design of 

an underground parking garage. The engineering tool is successfully expanded with the current 

numerical model, so structural calculations can be made for a single slab. The intention is to 

expand the tool to include other structural elements, e.g. beams and columns, and different 

material options in the near future. 
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Besides SFRC, the numerical model can be applied for all kind of nonlinear material behaviours, 

e.g. ultra-high performance concrete, lightweight concrete, timber, steel and aluminium. The 

numerical model could be extended and optimized with several options, and be applied in civil, 

aerospace and maritime engineering. The major advantages compared with FEM software are the 

calculation time and the transparent approach. 

 

 

8.2 Recommendations 

More research is needed to fully understand the behaviour of SFRC slabs. Therefore, future 

planned experimental research should be conducted, by means of half-scale tests, on three slabs. 

Furthermore, FEM calculations should be executed to benchmark the numerical model for other 

load cases and supporting conditions. The intention is to develop a model based on the yield-line 

theory to take the influence of different reinforcement zones into account. The model could then 

be compared with the current numerical model to evaluate a structural element. 

 

In further research, the determination of the cracked torsional stiffness needs special attention for 

both reinforced concrete and SFRC slabs. Bruggeling [4.4] has introduced an empirical method to 

determine the cracked torsional stiffness, whereas the contribution of the traditional reinforcement 

has been taken into account as well. This method could be extended with the torsional behaviour 

of steel fibres. 

 

It has been concluded that the tension-stiffening effect may lead to an increase of the load bearing 

capacity of a slab. However, in case of high traditional reinforcement ratios, the difference in load 

bearing capacity would be less. In addition, caution is needed, since a constant tensile force is 

assumed. For design analyses it would be reasonable to take the tension-stiffening effect not into 

account, since this results in a conservative approach of the load-bearing capacity of a slab. 

 

The slab is subdivided into three different reinforcement zones, because it is assumed that the 

traditional reinforcement in both directions is equal, hence ,1 ,1xx yyD D . In case of rectangular slabs, 

,1xxD  is not equal to ,1yyD , and therefore, the slab should be subdivided into four different 

reinforcement zones. 

 

More research is desirable to transform the stress-crack width relationship of various structures 

including steel fibres correctly into a stress-strain relationship as used in CUR Regulation 111. The 
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post-cracking behaviour of a SFRC structure is fundamentally different than a structure consisting 

of both traditional reinforcement and steel fibres.  

 

In case of structural elements consisting of exclusively SFRC, often strain-softening occurs. 

However, this cannot be simulated by the numerical model, since it is currently load controlled. 

The numerical model could be adjusted to a displacement-controlled behaviour to take the post-

peak behaviour of SFRC into account. 

 

Finally, a comprehensive parameter study needs to be performed to quantify the effect of reducing 

the traditional reinforcement in the column zones on the load bearing capacity, and the 

consequences on the design and construction costs. 
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A FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE BEAMS 

Basic differential equations 

Basic assumptions 

The following assumptions according to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory are adopted [2.2]: 

1. The concrete behaves homogenously and isotropically; 

2. No traditional reinforcement present; 

3. Prismatic beams; 

4. The deflections are small with respect to the height of the beam; 

5. Shear deformation is neglected; 

6. Straight lines normal to the middle plane of the beam remain normal to the mid-

surface after deformation. 

 

Equations 

The differential equation for beams is:  

4

4

d w
EI q

dx
          (A.1)  

 

Equation A.1 can be split up into an equilibrium equation, a constitutive equation and a kinematic 

equation: 

 

Equilibrium equation: 

 
2

2
xxd M

q
dx

         (A.2) 

 

Constitutive equation:  

 
xx xx xxM EI            (A.3) 

 

Kinematic equation: 

2

2xx

d w

dx
           (A.4) 
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Finite difference solution procedure 

Equations 

The finite difference representation for the beam equation at pivotal point i is: 

 4

[ ]
6 [ ] 4 ( [ 1] [ 1]) [ 2] [ 2])xxEI i

w i w i w i w i w i q


              (A.5) 

 

Equation A.5 cannot be used in case of a physical nonlinear approach, because the bending 

stiffness xxEI  varies at each pivotal point. Therefore, the equation needs to be split up into an 

equilibrium equation, a constitutive equation and a kinematic equation. 

 

The finite difference representation for the equilibrium equation at pivotal point i is: 

 



  

   


2

2

2

0

[ 1] 2 [ ] [ 1]

xx

xx xx xx

d M
q

dx
M i M i M i

q

      (A.6) 

 

The finite difference representation for the constitutive equation at pivotal point i is: 

 xx xx xx

xx xx xx

M EI

M i EI i i





   

  [ ] [ ] [ ]
        (A.7) 

 

The finite difference representation for the kinematic equation at pivotal point i is: 

xx

xx

d w

dx
w i w i w i

i






 

   


2

2

2

[ 1] 2 [ ] [ 1]
[ ]

       (A.9) 

 

Boundary conditions 

Applying above equations to the pivotal points results into a set of linear equations. At each of the 

boundary points 1i   and maxi NX , there are two nonexistent values of the deflection w . 

Consequently, two additional equations at each end are needed to obtain a system with the same 

number of equations as unknowns. The boundary conditions for a simply supported beam are: 

Deflection:  [1] 0 and [NXmax] 0w w       

 Bending moments: [1] 0 and [NXmax] 0xx xxM M   

 

Solve set of linear equations 

The amount of equations of the linear system can be determined by: 

 3NXmax 8          (A.12) 
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The set of linear equations can be displayed in matrix notation by specifying a quotient matrix M , 

a column matrix V  and another column matrix P  as:  

M V P           (A.13) 

 

Subsequently, the linear set of equations can be solved by matrix inversion: 

 1M P V            (A.14) 

 

An example of a linear set of equations in matrix notation for a simply supported beam 

(NXmax 5) , uniform loaded is shown in Figure A.1.  

 

     V       M                P  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1: Linear set of equations in matrix notation for a simply supported beam, uniform loaded 

 

Output 

The finite difference representation for the deflection w  at pivotal point i  is: 

[ , ]w i j           (A.15) 

 

The finite difference representation for the bending moment xxM  at pivotal point i is: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]xx xx xxM i EI i i           (A.16)  
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The finite difference representation for the shear force xxQ  at pivotal point i is: 

[ 1] [ 1]
[ ]                              

2

xx
xx

xx xx
xx

dM
Q

dx
M i M i

Q i


 

   


     (A.17)  

 

The finite difference representation for the normal stress xx  at pivotal point i is: 

 [ ]xx xx xxE i z            (A.20)  

 

 

Flow chart 

The flow chart of the finite difference analysis of a linear-elastic beam is shown in Figure A.2. 

 

START

Input: Geometry
Young’s Modulus
Load
Meshsize

Add boundary 
conditions 

Solve set of linear equations

Calculate output

END

Assemble set of linear finite 
difference equations 

 

Figure A.2: The flow chart of the finite difference analysis of a linear-elastic beam 
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Benchmark 

In the following example a beam is numerically calculated by means of the finite difference 

analysis. The calculation will be compared with basic applied mechanics. The beam is simply- 

supported and subjected to an uniformly distributed load. 

 

Assumptions: 

6000 mmxL    230.000 N/mmE   

300 mmt    210 kN/mq   

 200 mmb    50 mm     

   

The results of the benchmark are shown in Table A.1. 

 

Table A.1: Benchmark of a simply supported beam 

 

wmax  (mm)  xxM ,max  (kNm)  xxQ ,max  (kN)  

Finite difference analysis 6.029 31.250 25.000 

Basic applied mechanics 6.028 31.250 25.000 

Absolute error 0.017% 0.000% 0.000% 

 

 

Conclusions 

The structural behaviour of beams is described according to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The 

differential equation of linear-elastic beams is approximated by a set of linear equations by means 

of the finite difference analysis. The benchmark shows that the finite difference analysis lead to 

high-quality results. 
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B PHYSICAL NONLINEARITY BEAM 

Double integration method 

The double integration method is a tool for solving the deflection and slope of a static determinate 

structure, e.g. a beam, often applied in a spreadsheet program. The method consists of three steps: 

Step 1: Load q      Bending Moment xxM         (Basic applied mechanics) 

Step 2: Bending Moment xxM    Curvature xx             (Multi-layer model)  

Step 3: Curvature xx      Deflection w              (Double integration) 

 

The double integration method can be used for both linear-elastic and physical nonlinear 

calculations. In case of a linear-elastic beam, the curvature xx  in Step 2 is obtained by dividing 

the bending moment xxM  by the bending stiffness xxEI . In case of a beam including physical 

non-linearity, the curvature [ ]xx i  in Step 2 is calculated by means of the multi-layer model 

(Paragraph 3.2) calculating the bending stiffness [ ]xxEI i  corresponding to the bending moment 

[ ]xxM i .  

 

Finite difference analysis 

Two principles are available to calculate beams including physical nonlinearity by means of the 

finite difference analysis. Principle 1 and 2 are shown in respectively Figure B.1 and B.2. In case of 

Principle 1, by means of the multi-layer model, the new bending stiffness 1( [ ])xx pEI i   is calculated 

corresponding to the bending moment ( [ ])xx pM i  of the previous iteration .p  This procedure is 

similar to the double integration method. In case of Principle 2, by means of the multi-layer model, 

the bending stiffness 1( [ ])xx pEI i   is calculated corresponding to the curvature ( )xx p  of the previous 

iteration .p  The exact procedure of Principle 2 is discussed in Paragraph 3.4. 

  

                            Figure B.1: Principle 1              Figure B.2: Principle 2 [3.3]  
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Flow charts 

The flow charts of the finite difference analysis of a beam including physical nonlinearity are 

shown in Figure B.3 and Figure B.4. for respectively Principle 1 and Principle 2.  
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Load
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Add boundary 
conditions

Solve set of linear equations

Calculate output

END

Assemble set of linear finite 
difference equations
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Figure B.3: Flow chart of the finite 

difference analysis of a beam including 

physical nonlinearity – Principle 1 

Moment 

Figure B.4: Flow chart of the finite 

difference analysis of a beam including 

physical nonlinearity – Principle 2 

Curvature 
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Example 

Given is a beam with nonlinear material properties, simply supported and maximum loaded. The 

deflection w versus the number of iterations p  for both principles are shown in Figure B.5. The 

first iteration of both Principle 1 and 2 is the linear-elastic deflection. The second iteration of 

Principle 1 is the final deflection of the beam, but Principle 2 requires more than hundred 

iterations to approximate the final deflection. 

 

 

Figure B.5: Deflection vs. number of iterations for both principles 

   

 

Conclusions 

The structural behaviour of beams including physical nonlinearity is described by means of the 

finite difference analysis. Two principles are presented. For static determinate structures Principle 

1 is similar to the double integration method but written in a more academic manner. 

Furthermore, Principle 1 is recommended rather than Principle 2, because only two iterations are 

required.  
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C DERIVATION OF THE TORSIONAL STIFFNESS 

The finite difference representation for the middle term of Equation 2.1 at pivotal point i,j is: 

4

2 2

2

2

2

8 [ , ] 4( [ 1, ] [ 1, ] [ , 1] [ , 1])

[ , ]
2( [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, 1])

xy xy

xy xy

d w
D q

dx dy

w i j w i j w i j w i j w i j

D i j q
w i j w i j w i j w i j





  


        
 
  
            

 
 

 (C.1) 

 

Equation (C.1) cannot be used in case of a physical nonlinear approach, because the torsional 

stiffness [ , ]xyD i j  varies at each pivotal point. Therefore, Equation (C.1) needs to be split up into an 

equilibrium equation, a constitutive equation and a kinematic equation. The distribution of the 

twisting moment xyM at side CD are static equivalent to a distribution of vertical shear forces of 

the intensity (see Figure C.1): 

xydM

dx
 and xydM

dy
        (C.2) 

 

Figure C.2: Transforming the twisting couples into shear forces (in Dutch) [3.3] 

 

The sum of the shear forces at side CD equals: 

, ,

D
xy

xy C xy D
C

dM
dx M M

dx
           (C.3) 

 

This can also be done for the sides DE, EF and CF. This results in the equilibrium equation: 

, , , ,

2

2 2 2xy C xy D xy E xy F

xy

M M M M
q



   
       (C.4) 

 

The constitutive equation is given by: 

(1 )xy xy xyM D v              (C.5) 

 

The finite difference representations for Equation C.5 are: 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy C xy xy CM i j D i j v i j            (C.6a) 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy D xy xy DM i j D i j v i j            (C.6b) 
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, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy E xy xy EM i j D i j v i j            (C.6c) 

, ,[ 1/2, 1/2] [ 1/2, 1/2] (1 ) [ 1/2, 1/2]xy F xy xy FM i j D i j v i j            (C.6d) 

 

The kinematic equation is given by: 

2

xy

d w

dx dy
 


         (C.7) 

 

The finite difference representations for Equation (C.5) are: 

, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy C

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (C.8a) 

, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy D

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (C.8b) 

, 2

[ , ] [ 1, ] [ 1, 1] [ , 1]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy E

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (C.8c) 

, 2

[ , ] [ , 1] [ 1, 1] [ 1, ]
[ 1/2, 1/2]xy F

w i j w i j w i j w i j
i j



       
     (C.8d) 

 

Equations C.6 and C.8 can be substituted in Equation C.4. In case of a linear-elastic approach, the 

result is equal to Equation C.1. 
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D DERIVATION OF THE SHEAR AND EDGE FORCES 

The derivation of the shear and edge forces in the slab is conducted by Timoshenko [2.2]. Consider 

the infinite small element with edges dx  and dy   as shown in Figure D.1. The load acting on the 

element is  q dx dy . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D.1: Plate equilibrium in z-direction [2.2] 

 

Taking all the forces acting on the element the following equilibrium equation can be obtained: 

 


     
 

yyxx
QQ

dx dy dy dx q dx dy
x y

      (D.1) 

 

From which: 

 


 
 

yyxx
QQ

q
x y

         (D.2) 

 

Taking the moments of all the forces on the element with respect to the x-axis, the following 

equilibrium equation can be obtained: 

 
 

     
 

xy yy

yy

M M
dx dy dy dx Q dx dy

x y
      (D.3) 

 

After simplification of Equation D.3, the shear force yyQ  can be obtained: 

 
 

 
 

yy xy

yy

M M
Q

y x
        (D.4) 

 

In the same manner, by taking moments with respect to the y-axis, the shear force xxQ  can be 

obtained: 

 


 
 

yxxx
xx

MM
Q

x y
        (D.5) 
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Note that  yx xyM M , because  xy yx . Therefore, the shear force xxQ  is: 

 


 
 

xyxx
xx

MM
Q

x y
        (D.6) 

 

Equation D.5 and D.6 are equal to Equation 2.17b and 2.17a, respectively. Subsequently, the edge 

forces are determined. The bending of a plate will not be changed if the horizontal forces giving 

the twisting couple xyM dy  on an element of the length dy  of the edge x a are replaced by two 

vertical forces of magnitude xyM  with a distance of dy . This is shown in Figure D.2. Such a 

replacement does not change the magnitude of the twisting moments. 

 

 

Figure D.2: Varying twisting moments at the edge of a plate [2.2] 

 

Considering two adjacent elements of the edge x a , the distribution of the twisting moments 

xyM  is equivalent to the shear forces with a magnitude of: 

 





xyM

y
          (D.7) 

  

 Then the vertical equilibrium of the considered plate yields in the edge force xxR : 


 

 

xyxx
xx

MQ
R

x y
        (D.8) 

 

Analogously, the edge force yyR  at the edge x b  can be determined:  

 
 

 

yy xy

yy

Q M
R

y x
        (D.9) 

 

Equation D.8 and D.9 are equal to Equation 2.18a and 2.18b, respectively. More information on the 

derivation of the shear and edge forces can be found in [2.2] and [5.3].  
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E RESULTS LINEAR-ELASTIC SLAB 

Deflection w : 

  wmax  (mm)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 2.250 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 0.652 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 23.202 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 5.080 

 

 

            
A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

  
C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0

max.
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Bending Moments xxM : 

  ,max  (kNm/m)xxM  ,min  (kNm/m)xxM  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 6.808 0 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 2.731 -9.025 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 49.006 0 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 15.940 -85.948 

 

 

 

A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

 

C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

max.

min.
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Bending Moments yyM : 

  ,max  (kNm/m)yyM  ,min  (kNm/m)yyM  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 12.518 0 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 5.736 -12.026 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 30.298 0 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 9.969 -77.239 

 

 

 

A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

 

C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

 

  

max.

min.
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Twisting Moment xyM : 

  xyM ,max  (kNm/m)  xyM ,min  (kNm/m)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 7.794 -7.794 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 1.874 -1.874 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 24.704 -24.704 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 6.751 -6.751 

 

 

 

A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

 

C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

max.

min.
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Shear Force xxQ  : 

  xxQ ,max  (kN/m)  xxQ ,min  (kN/m)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 14.574 -14.574 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 18.578 -18.578 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 39.004 -39.004 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 272.929 -272.929 

 

 

 

A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

 

C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

  

  

max.

min.
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Shear Force yyQ  : 

 

yyQ ,max  (kN/m)  yyQ ,min  (kN/m)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 16.949 -16.949 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 20.557 -20.557 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 37.973 -37.973 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 327.071 -327.071 

 

 

 

A. Simply supported slab    B. Fully restrained slab  

 

C. Slab only supported in the corners  D. Flat slab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

max.

min.
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Edge Forces xxR  and yyR : 

 

xxR ,max  (kN/m)  xxR ,min  (kN/m)  yyR ,max  (kN/m)  yyR ,min  (kN/m)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 19.841 1.000 19.767 1.000 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 18.578 -1.928 20.557 -1.921 

C. Slab only supported in the 

corners (C-3) 54.441 0 53.926 0 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 272.929 0 327.071 0 

 

 

Concentrated corner force R : 

  Rmax  (kN)  Rmin  (kN)  

A. Simply supported slab (A-3) 15.589 -15.589 

B. Fully restrained slab (A-1) 0 0 

C. Slab only supported in the corners (C-3) 49.286 -49.286 

D. Flat slab (C-1) 0 0 
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F FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE COLUMNS 

Basic differential equations 

The multi-layer model is extended with an external normal force extN . The assumptions according 

to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory are equal to the assumptions made in Appendix A. For 

columns the differential equation of the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory including geometrical 

nonlinearity is [2.10]: 

4 2

4 2ext

d w d w
EI N q

dx dx
          (E.1)  

 

Equation E.1 can be split up into an equilibrium equation, a constitutive equation and a kinematic 

equation: 

 

Equilibrium equation: 

 
2

2
xxd M

q
dx

         (E.2) 

 

Constitutive equation:  

 xx xx xx extM EI N w            (E.3) 

 

Kinematic equation: 

2

2xx

d w

dx
           (E.4) 

 

 

Finite difference solution procedure 

Equations 

The finite difference representation for the beam equation including geometrical nonlinearity at 

pivotal point i is: 

 
 4

2

[ ]
6 [ ] 4 ( [ 1] [ 1]) [ 2] [ 2]

( [ 1] 2 [ ] [ 1])

xx

ext

EI i
w i w i w i w i w i

N
w i w i w i q





         

     

    (E.5) 

 

Equation E.5 cannot be used in case of a physical nonlinear approach, because the bending 

stiffness xxEI  varies at each pivotal point. Therefore, the equation needs to be split up into an 

equilibrium equation, a constitutive equation and a kinematic equation. 
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The finite difference representation for the equilibrium equation at pivotal point i is: 

 



  

   


2

2

2

0

[ 1] 2 [ ] [ 1]

xx

xx xx xx

d M
q

dx
M i M i M i

q

      (E.6) 

 

The finite difference representation for the constitutive equation at pivotal point i is: 

 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

xx xx xx ext

xx xx xx ext

M EI N w

M i EI i i N w i





     

    
      (E.7) 

 

The finite difference representation for the kinematic equation at pivotal point i is: 

xx

xx

d w

dx
w i w i w i

i






 

   


2

2

2

[ 1] 2 [ ] [ 1]
[ ]

       (E.6) 

 

Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions for a simply supported column, including external moments at the both 

ends are: 

Deflection:  w w NX [1] 0 and [ max] 0      

 Bending moments: [1]  and [ max]xx xxM M NX   

 

The following steps are equal to the steps made in Appendix A. 

 

 

Physical nonlinearity column 

According to Equation E.2 till E.4, the bending moment in the column remains the same due to 

geometrical nonlinearity, the curvature does increase though. Therefore, the deflection increases 

(Equation E.4) and as a consequence the curvature increases once again. As a result, only Principle 

2 can be applied to converge to an end situation. 
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G CODE NUMERICAL MODEL 

(*1. INPUT*) 

Print[Style["INPUT:",Underlined,Bold,16]]; 

Off[Syntax::stresc] 

InputFDM=Import["D:\Desktop\InputMathematica.txt","Text"] 

ToExpression[InputFDM]; 

SetDirectory["D:\Desktop"]; 

Off[DeleteFile::nffil]; 

DeleteFile["OutputMathematica.txt"]; 

SetOptions[OpenAppend,PageWidth->Infinity]; 

 

"Stress-Strain diagram SFRC excluding Tension-Stiffening:" 

Plot[Piecewise[{{fcd1,εc2<=ε<εc1},{ε*fcd1/εc1,εc1<=ε<=0},{ε*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε<=εft1},{ε*(fftd2-fftd1)/( 

εft2-εft1)+fftd1-((fftd2-fftd1)/( εft2-εft1))* εft1,εft1<=ε<=εft2},{ε*(fftd3-fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2)+fftd2-((fftd3-

fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2))*εft2,εft2<=ε<=εftmax}}],{ε,εc2,εftmax},Filling->Axis,PlotRange-

>{{1.45εc2,1.05*εftmax},{1.05*fcd2,1.3*fftd1}},FrameLabel->{Style["Strain (-)",14],Style["Stress 

(N/mm2)",14]},ImageSize->Large,Axes->True,Frame->True,Filling->Axis] 

Stresses1=Stresses1x=Stresses1y=σ[i]-

>Flatten[Piecewise[{{0,ε[i]<εc2},{fcd1,εc2<=ε[i]<=εc1},{ε[i]*fcd1/εc1,εc1<ε[i]<=0},{ε[i]*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε

[i]<=εft1},{ε[i]*(fftd2-fftd1)/( εft2-εft1)+fftd1-((fftd2-fftd1)/( εft2-εft1))* εft1,εft1<=ε[i]<=εft2},{ε[i]*(fftd3-

fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2)+fftd2-((fftd3-fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2))*εft2,εft2<=ε[i]<=εftmax}}]]; 

StressesN[ε_]:=Piecewise[{{0,ε<εc2},{fcd1,εc2<=ε<=εc1},{ε*fcd1/εc1,εc1<ε<=0},{ε*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε<

=εft1},{ε*(fftd2-fftd1)/( εft2-εft1)+fftd1-((fftd2-fftd1)/( εft2-εft1))* εft1,εft1<=ε<=εft2},{ε*(fftd3-

fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2)+fftd2-((fftd3-fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2))*εft2,εft2<=ε<=εftmax}}]; 

 

"Stress-Strain diagram Traditional Reinforcement:" 

Clear[k] 

Plot[Piecewise[{{-fy,-εu<ε<=-εy},{(ε)*fy/εy,-εy<=ε<=0},{ε*fy/εy,0<=ε<=εy},{fy,εy<=ε<=εu}}],{ε,-

εu,εu},Filling->Axis,PlotRange->{{-1.2εu,1.2εu},{-1.2*fy,1.2*fy}},FrameLabel->{Style["Strain (-

)",14],Style["Stress (N/mm2)",14]},ImageSize->Large,Frame->True,Axes->True,Filling->Axis] 

σsT=Flatten[Piecewise[{{-fy,-εu<εc[q]+DTop*k<=-εy},{(εc[q]+DTop*k)*fy/εy,-

εy<=εc[q]+DTop*k<=0},{(εc[q]+DTop*k)*fy/εy,0<=εc[q]+DTop*k<=εy},{fy,εy<=εc[q]+DTop*k<=εu}}]]; 

σsD=Flatten[Piecewise[{{-fy,-εu<εc[q]+DDown*k<=-εy},{(εc[q]+DDown*k)*fy/εy,-

εy<=εc[q]+DDown*k<=0},{(εc[q]+DDown*k)*fy/εy,0<=εc[q]+DDown*k<=εy},{fy,εy<=εc[q]+DDown*k

<=εu}}]]; 
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(*2. TENSION-STIFFENING*) 

If[TS==1, 

ResidualStressSFRC=εy*(fftd3-fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2)+fftd2-((fftd3-fftd2)/(εftmax-εft2))*εft2; 

z=(b*t*1/2t*Ec+AsDown*Es*DDown+AsTop*Es*DTop)/(b*t*Ec+AsDown*Es+AsTop*Es); 

zx=(b*t*1/2t*Ec+AsDownx*Es*DDownx+AsTopx*Es*DTopx)/(b*t*Ec+AsDownx*Es+AsTopx*Es); 

zy=(b*t*1/2t*Ec+AsDowny*Es*DDowny+AsTopy*Es*DTopy)/(b*t*Ec+AsDowny*Es+AsTopy*Es); 

a=Es/Ec; 

σsr1=a*fftd1; 

σcr1=fftd1; 

 

Ac=b*hceff; 

Nc=Ac*fftd1; 

Ns1=AsDown*a*fftd1; 

Ncr1=Nc+Ns1; 

QQ=Flatten[Solve[Ncr1==(1/2*b*(t-z)*fftd1+Ns1),hceff],1]; 

Ac=b*hceff/.QQ; 

Ncr=Ncr1/.QQ; 

 

Acx=b*hceffx; 

Ncx=Acx*fftd1; 

Ns1x=AsDownx*a*fftd1; 

Ncr1x=Ncx+Ns1x; 

QQx=Flatten[Solve[Ncr1x==(1/2*b*(t-zx)*fftd1+Ns1x),hceffx],1]; 

Acx=b*hceffx/.QQx; 

Ncrx=Ncr1x/.QQx; 

 

Acy=b*hceffy; 

Ncy=Acy*fftd1; 

Ns1y=AsDowny*a*fftd1; 

Ncr1y=Ncy+Ns1y; 

QQy=Flatten[Solve[Ncr1y==(1/2*b*(t-zy)*fftd1+Ns1y),hceffy],1]; 

Acy=b*hceffy/.QQy; 

Ncry=Ncr1y/.QQy; 

 

(*Starting Points*) 

τ[0]=0; 

dσsx[0]=0; 

σsx[0]=σsr1; 

σcx[0]=σcr1; 
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εsx[0]=σsx[0]/Es//N; 

εcx[0]=σcx[0]/Ec//N; 

dUsx[0]=0; 

dUcx[0]=0; 

Ux[0]=δx[1]=0; 

Nsx[0]=σsx[0]*AsDown; 

dσsx2[0]=0; 

 

(*Tension-stiffening Field Zone*) 

(*Calculation*) 

If[AsDown!=0, 

For[m=1,m<Infinity,If[Σsx[m]>=-ResidualStressSFRC*Ac,Break[],m++], 

τ[m]=(a1+b1*Sqrt[δx[m]])*-fcd1; 

 

(*Stresses*) 

dσsx[m]=(4*τ[m]*Δx)/⌀k; 

σsx[m]=(σsr1+Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,m}]); 

σcx[m]=(Ncr-σsx[m]*AsDown)/(Ac); 

 

(*Strains*) 

εsx[m]=σsx[m]/Es; 

εcx[m]=σcx[m]/Ec; 

 

(*Elongation*) 

dUsx[m]=Δx*1/2*(εsx[m]+εsx[m-1]); 

dUcx[m]=Δx*1/2*(εcx[m]+εcx[m-1]); 

Ux[m]=Sum[dUsx[i]-dUcx[i],{i,1,m}]; 

δx[m+1]=Ux[m]; 

Σsx[m]=σsx[m]*AsDown-Ncr; 

dσsx2[m]=Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,m}]; 

]; 

 

(*First Generation*) 

AA1=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,m-1}],"Step"]; 

BB1=Prepend[Table[i*Δx,{i,0,m-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 

CC1=Prepend[Table[τ[i],{i,0,m-1}],"τcs,x (N/mm2)"]; 

DD1=Prepend[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"dσs1,x (-)"]; 

EE1=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"σs1,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF1=Prepend[Table[σcx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"σc1,x (N/mm2)"]; 
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GG1=Prepend[Table[εsx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"εs1,x (-)"]; 

HHH1=Prepend[Table[εcx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"εc1,x (-)"]; 

II1=Prepend[Table[dUsx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"dUs1,x (-)"]; 

JJ1=Prepend[Table[dUcx[i],{i,0,m-1}],"dUc1,x (-)"]; 

KK1=Prepend[Table[Ux[i],{i,0,m-1}],"U1,x (mm)"]; 

LL1=Prepend[Prepend[Table[Σsx[i],{i,1,m-1}],σsx[0]*AsDown-Ncr],"Σs,x (N)"]; 

 

 

(*Second Generation*) 

AA2=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,m-1}],"Step"]; 

BB2=Prepend[Table[(m-1)*Δx-i*Δx,{i,0,m-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 

DD2=Prepend[Reverse[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,m-1}]],"dσs2,x (-)"]; 

EE2=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]],"σs2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF2=Prepend[(Ncr-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-

1}]])*AsDown)/(Ac),"σc2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

GG2=Prepend[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]])/Es,"εs2,x (-)"]; 

HHH2=Prepend[((Ncr-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-

1}]])*AsDown)/(Ac))/Ec,"εc2,x (-)"]; 

II2=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0],"dUs2,x (-)"]; 

JJ2=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncr-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]])*AsDown)/(Ac))/Ec],2]*Δx,0],"dUc2,x (-)"]; 

KK2=Prepend[Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0]]-

Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncr-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,m-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,m-1}]])*AsDown)/(Ac))/Ec],2]*Δx,0]],"U2,x (mm)"]; 

 

(*Stress-Strain diagram*) 

Stress10=Mean[Drop[FF1,1]]; 

Stress20=Mean[Drop[FF2,1]]; 

Stress30=(2Stress10+Stress20)/3; 

Strain10=Mean[Drop[GG1,1]]; 

Strain20=Mean[Drop[GG2,1]]; 

Strain30=(2Strain10+Strain20)/3; 

Stresses={0,fftd1,Stress30,ResidualStressSFRC}; 

Strains={0,εft1,Strain30,εy}; 

 

(*Plot*) 

Print[Style["Tension-stiffening:",Underlined,Bold,16]]; 
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Output1="Tension-stiffening:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[Style["Tension-stiffening - Field Zone:",Underlined,Bold]]; 

Output2="Tension-stiffening - Field Zone:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[ListPlot[Transpose[{Strains,Stresses}],Filling->Axis,PlotRange-

>{{0,1.1*εy},{0,1.1*fftd1}},FrameLabel->{Style["Strain (-)",14],Style["Tensile Stress SFRC 

(N/mm2)",14]},ImageSize->Large,Frame->True,Axes->{True,True},Joined->True]]; 

Output3=Transpose[{Strains,Stresses}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length First Generation (mm):"]; 

Output4="Transfer Length First Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[lt1=2(m-1)*Δx]; 

Output5=lt1>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ZZ1=Transpose@{AA1,BB1,CC1,DD1,EE1,FF1,GG1,HHH1,II1,JJ1,KK1,LL1}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ1,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output6=ZZ1>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):"]; 

Output7="Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[lt2=(m-1)*Δx]; 

Output8=lt2>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ZZ2=Transpose@{AA2,BB2,DD2,EE2,FF2,GG2,HHH2,II2,JJ2,KK2}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ2,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output9=ZZ2>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Stresses1=σ[i]-

>Flatten[Piecewise[{{fcd1,εc2<=ε[i]<εc1},{ε[i]*fcd1/εc1,εc1<=ε[i]<=0},{ε[i]*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε[i]<=εft1},{ε[

i]*(Stress30-fftd1)/(Strain30-εft1)+fftd1-((Stress30-fftd1)/( Strain30-εft1))* 

εft1,εft1<=ε[i]<=Strain30},{ε[i]*(fftd3-Stress30)/(εftmax-Strain30)+Stress30-((fftd3-

Stress30)/(εftmax-Strain30))*Strain30,Strain30<=ε[i]<=εftmax}}]];,] 

 

 

(*Tension-stiffening Column Zone - X direction*) 

If[AsDownx!=0, 

For[mx=1,mx<Infinity,If[Σsx[mx]>=-ResidualStressSFRC*Acx,Break[],mx++], 

τ[mx]=(a1+b1*Sqrt[δx[mx]])*-fcd1; 

 

(*Stresses*) 

dσsx[mx]=(4*τ[mx]*Δx)/⌀kx; 

σsx[mx]=(σsr1+Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,mx}]); 
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σcx[mx]=(Ncrx-σsx[mx]*AsDownx)/(Acx); 

 

(*Strains*) 

εsx[mx]=σsx[mx]/Es; 

εcx[mx]=σcx[mx]/Ec; 

 

(*Elongation*) 

dUsx[mx]=Δx*1/2*(εsx[mx]+εsx[mx-1]); 

dUcx[mx]=Δx*1/2*(εcx[mx]+εcx[mx-1]); 

Ux[mx]=Sum[dUsx[i]-dUcx[i],{i,1,mx}]; 

δx[mx+1]=Ux[mx]; 

Σsx[mx]=σsx[mx]*AsDownx-Ncrx; 

dσsx2[mx]=Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,mx}]; 

]; 

 

(*First Generation*) 

AA1x=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,mx-1}],"Step"]; 

BB1x=Prepend[Table[i*Δx,{i,0,mx-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 

CC1x=Prepend[Table[τ[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"τcs,x (N/mm2)"]; 

DD1x=Prepend[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"dσs1,x (-)"]; 

EE1x=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"σs1,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF1x=Prepend[Table[σcx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"σc1,x (N/mm2)"]; 

GG1x=Prepend[Table[εsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"εs1,x (-)"]; 

HHH1x=Prepend[Table[εcx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"εc1,x (-)"]; 

II1x=Prepend[Table[dUsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"dUs1,x (-)"]; 

JJ1x=Prepend[Table[dUcx[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"dUc1,x (-)"]; 

KK1x=Prepend[Table[Ux[i],{i,0,mx-1}],"U1,x (mm)"]; 

LL1x=Prepend[Prepend[Table[Σsx[i],{i,1,mx-1}],σsx[0]*AsDownx-Ncrx],"Σs,x (N)"]; 

 

 

(*Second Generation*) 

AA2x=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,mx-1}],"Step"]; 

BB2x=Prepend[Table[(mx-1)*Δx-i*Δx,{i,0,mx-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 

DD2x=Prepend[Reverse[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}]],"dσs2,x (-)"]; 

EE2x=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]],"σs2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF2x=Prepend[(Ncrx-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]])*AsDownx)/(Acx),"σc2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

GG2x=Prepend[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]])/Es,"εs2,x (-)"]; 
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HHH2x=Prepend[((Ncrx-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]])*AsDownx)/(Acx))/Ec,"εc2,x (-)"]; 

II2x=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0],"dUs2,x (-)"]; 

JJ2x=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncrx-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]])*AsDownx)/(Acx))/Ec],2]*Δx,0],"dUc2,x (-)"]; 

KK2x=Prepend[Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0]]-

Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncrx-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,mx-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,mx-1}]])*AsDownx)/(Acx))/Ec],2]*Δx,0]],"U2,x (mm)"]; 

 

(*Stress-Strain diagram*) 

Stress10x=Mean[Drop[FF1x,1]]; 

Stress20x=Mean[Drop[FF2x,1]]; 

Stress30x=(2Stress10x+Stress20x)/3; 

Strain10x=Mean[Drop[GG1x,1]]; 

Strain20x=Mean[Drop[GG2x,1]]; 

Strain30x=(2Strain10x+Strain20x)/3; 

Stressesx={0,fftd1,Stress30x,ResidualStressSFRC}; 

Strainsx={0,εft1,Strain30x,εy}; 

 

(*Plot*) 

Print[Style["Tension-stiffening - Column Zone X - Direction:",Underlined,Bold]]; 

Output10="Tension-stiffening - Column Zone X - Direction:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[ListPlot[Transpose[{Strainsx,Stressesx}],Filling->Axis,PlotRange-

>{{0,1.1*εy},{0,1.1*fftd1}},FrameLabel->{Style["Strain (-)",14],Style["Tensile Stress SFRC 

(N/mm2)",14]},ImageSize->Large,Frame->True,Axes->{True,True},Joined->True]]; 

Output11=Transpose[{Strainsx,Stressesx}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length First Generation (mm):"]; 

Output12="Transfer Length First Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[lt1x=2(mx-1)*Δx]; 

Output13=lt1x>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ZZ1x=Transpose@{AA1x,BB1x,CC1x,DD1x,EE1x,FF1x,GG1x,HHH1x,II1x,JJ1x,KK1x,LL1x}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ1x,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output14=ZZ1x>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):"]; 

Output15="Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 
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Print[lt2x=(mx-1)*Δx]; 

Output16=lt2x>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ZZ2x=Transpose@{AA2x,BB2x,DD2x,EE2x,FF2x,GG2x,HHH2x,II2x,JJ2x,KK2x}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ2x,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output17=ZZ2x>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Stresses1x=σ[i]-

>Flatten[Piecewise[{{fcd1,εc2<=ε[i]<εc1},{ε[i]*fcd1/εc1,εc1<=ε[i]<=0},{ε[i]*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε[i]<=εft1},{ε[

i]*(Stress30x-fftd1)/(Strain30x-εft1)+fftd1-((Stress30x-fftd1)/( Strain30x-εft1))* 

εft1,εft1<=ε[i]<=Strain30x},{ε[i]*(fftd3-Stress30x)/(εftmax-Strain30x)+Stress30x-((fftd3-

Stress30x)/(εftmax-Strain30x))*Strain30x,Strain30x<=ε[i]<=εftmax}}]];,]; 

 

 

(*Tension-stiffening Column Zone - Y direction*) 

If[AsDowny!=0, 

For[my=1,my<Infinity,If[Σsx[my]>=-ResidualStressSFRC*Acy,Break[],my++], 

τ[my]=(a1+b1*Sqrt[δx[my]])*-fcd1; 

 

(*Stresses*) 

dσsx[my]=(4*τ[my]*Δx)/⌀ky; 

σsx[my]=(σsr1+Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,my}]); 

σcx[my]=(Ncry-σsx[my]*AsDowny)/(Acy); 

 

(*Strains*) 

εsx[my]=σsx[my]/Es; 

εcx[my]=σcx[my]/Ec; 

 

(*Elongation*) 

dUsx[my]=Δx*1/2*(εsx[my]+εsx[my-1]); 

dUcx[my]=Δx*1/2*(εcx[my]+εcx[my-1]); 

Ux[my]=Sum[dUsx[i]-dUcx[i],{i,1,my}]; 

δx[my+1]=Ux[my]; 

Σsx[my]=σsx[my]*AsDowny-Ncry; 

dσsx2[my]=Sum[dσsx[i],{i,1,my}]; 

]; 

 

(*First Generation*) 

AA1y=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,my-1}],"Step"]; 

BB1y=Prepend[Table[i*Δx,{i,0,my-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 
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CC1y=Prepend[Table[τ[i],{i,0,my-1}],"τcs,x (N/mm2)"]; 

DD1y=Prepend[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"dσs1,x (-)"]; 

EE1y=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"σs1,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF1y=Prepend[Table[σcx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"σc1,x (N/mm2)"]; 

GG1y=Prepend[Table[εsx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"εs1,x (-)"]; 

HHH1y=Prepend[Table[εcx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"εc1,x (-)"]; 

II1y=Prepend[Table[dUsx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"dUs1,x (-)"]; 

JJ1y=Prepend[Table[dUcx[i],{i,0,my-1}],"dUc1,x (-)"]; 

KK1y=Prepend[Table[Ux[i],{i,0,my-1}],"U1,x (mm)"]; 

LL1y=Prepend[Prepend[Table[Σsx[i],{i,1,my-1}],σsx[0]*AsDowny-Ncry],"Σs,x (N)"]; 

 

(*Second Generation*) 

AA2y=Prepend[Table[i,{i,0,my-1}],"Step"]; 

BB2y=Prepend[Table[(my-1)*Δx-i*Δx,{i,0,my-1}],"Δx (mm)"]; 

DD2y=Prepend[Reverse[Table[dσsx[i],{i,0,my-1}]],"dσs2,x (-)"]; 

EE2y=Prepend[Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]],"σs2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

FF2y=Prepend[(Ncry-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-

1}]])*AsDowny)/(Acy),"σc2,x (N/mm2)"]; 

GG2y=Prepend[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]])/Es,"εs2,x (-)"]; 

HHH2y=Prepend[((Ncry-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-

1}]])*AsDowny)/(Acy))/Ec,"εc2,x (-)"]; 

II2y=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0],"dUs2,x (-)"]; 

JJ2y=Prepend[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncry-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]])*AsDowny)/(Acy))/Ec],2]*Δx,0],"dUc2,x (-)"]; 

KK2y=Prepend[Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]])/Es],2]*Δx,0]]-

Accumulate[Append[MovingAverage[Reverse[((Ncry-(Table[σsx[i],{i,0,my-

1}]+Reverse[Table[dσsx2[i],{i,0,my-1}]])*AsDowny)/(Acy))/Ec],2]*Δx,0]],"U2,x (mm)"]; 

 

(*Stress-Strain diagram*) 

Stress10y=Mean[Drop[FF1y,1]]; 

Stress20y=Mean[Drop[FF2y,1]]; 

Stress30y=(2Stress10y+Stress20y)/3; 

Strain10y=Mean[Drop[GG1y,1]]; 

Strain20y=Mean[Drop[GG2y,1]]; 

Strain30y=(2Strain10y+Strain20y)/3; 

Stressesy={0,fftd1,Stress30y,ResidualStressSFRC}; 

Strainsy={0,εft1,Strain30y,εy}; 
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(*Plot*) 

Print[Style["Tension-stiffening - Column Zone Y - Direction:",Underlined,Bold]]; 

Output18="Tension-stiffening - Column Zone Y - Direction:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[ListPlot[Transpose[{Strainsy,Stressesy}],Filling->Axis,PlotRange-

>{{0,1.1*εy},{0,1.1*fftd1}},FrameLabel->{Style["Strain (-)",14],Style["Tensile Stress SFRC 

(N/mm2)",14]},ImageSize->Large,Frame->True,Axes->{True,True},Joined->True]]; 

Output19=Transpose[{Strainsy,Stressesy}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length First Generation (mm):"]; 

Output20="Transfer Length First Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[lt1y=2(my-1)*Δx]; 

Output21=lt1y>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ZZ1y=Transpose@{AA1y,BB1y,CC1y,DD1y,EE1y,FF1y,GG1y,HHH1y,II1y,JJ1y,KK1y,LL1y}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ1y,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output22=ZZ1y>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Print["Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):"]; 

Output23="Transfer Length Second Generation (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Print[lt2y=(my-1)*Δx]; 

Output24=lt2y>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

ZZ2y=Transpose@{AA2y,BB2y,DD2y,EE2y,FF2y,GG2y,HHH2y,II2y,JJ2y,KK2y}; 

Print[Grid[ZZ2y,Frame->All,ItemStyle->14,Background->{None,{Gray}}]]; 

Output25=ZZ2y>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

Stresses1y=σ[i]-

>Flatten[Piecewise[{{fcd1,εc2<=ε[i]<εc1},{ε[i]*fcd1/εc1,εc1<=ε[i]<=0},{ε[i]*fftd1/εft1,0<=ε[i]<=εft1},{ε[

i]*(Stress30y-fftd1)/(Strain30y-εft1)+fftd1-((Stress30y-fftd1)/( Strain30y-εft1))* 

εft1,εft1<=ε[i]<=Strain30y},{ε[i]*(fftd3-Stress30y)/(εftmax-Strain30y)+Stress30y-((fftd3-

Stress30y)/(εftmax-Strain30y))*Strain30y,Strain30y<=ε[i]<=εftmax}}]];,],] 

 

 

 (*Multi-layer model*) 

(*Step Size*) 

Ns=IntegerPart[(εftmax/εft1)]+1; (*Number of steps*) 

εft=q*(εftmax)/Ns; 

 

(*Calculation horizontal equilibrium*) 

k=(εft-εc[q])/t; 
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Z1={z[i]->i*(t/Nl)-0.5*(t/Nl)}; 

Z2=Flatten[Table[Z1,{i,1,Nl}]]; 

Strains1={ε[i]->εc[q]+z[i]*k}; 

Strains2=Flatten[Table[Strains1,{i,1,Nl}]]/.Z2; 

Stresses2=Table[Stresses1,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

 

A=NN[i]; 

B=NN[i]->σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

CC=A/.B; 

WWWW1=z[i]*σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

WWWW2=WWWW1/.Z1; 

 

Print[Style["Young's Modulus:",Underlined,Bold,16]]; 

Output26="Young's Modulus:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

MomentofInertia=1/12*b*t^3; 

 

"Young's Modulus: Field Zone (N/mm2):" 

Output27="Young's Modulus: Field Zone (N/mm2):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Stresses2=Table[Stresses1,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

DDD=Flatten[Sum[CC,{i,1,Nl}]]/.Stresses2; 

DDD1=DDD+σsT*AsTop+σsD*AsDown==0; 

EEE110=Table[ToRules[Quiet@Reduce[DDD1&&εc2<εc[q]<0//Rationalize,εc[q]]],{q,1,1}]; 

WWWW30=Sum[WWWW2,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses2; 

WWWW40=Table[((WWWW30+σsT*AsTop*DTop+σsD*AsDown*DDown)/10^6)/.EEE110,{q,1,1}]; 

k10=Table[(εft-εc[q])/t*1000/.EEE110,{q,1,1}]; 

EEEE12=Flatten[WWWW40/(k10*MomentofInertia)*10^9][[1]] 

Output28=EEEE12>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Young's Modulus: Column Zone X-Direction (N/mm2):" 

Output29="Young's Modulus: Column Zone X-Direction (N/mm2):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Stresses2x=Table[Stresses1x,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

DDDx=Flatten[Sum[CC,{i,1,Nl}]]/.Stresses2x; 

DDD1x=DDDx+σsT*AsTopx+σsD*AsDownx==0; 

EEE11=Table[ToRules[Quiet@Reduce[DDD1x&&εc2<εc[q]<0//Rationalize,εc[q]]],{q,1,1}]; 

WWWW3x=Sum[WWWW2,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses2x; 

WWWW41=Table[((WWWW3x+σsT*AsTopx*DTopx+σsD*AsDownx*DDownx)/10^6)/.EEE11,{q,1,

1}]; 

k11=Table[(εft-εc[q])/t*1000/.EEE11,{q,1,1}]; 

EEEE12x=Flatten[WWWW41/(k11*MomentofInertia)*10^9][[1]] 
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Output30=EEEE12x>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Young's Modulus: Column Zone Y-Direction (N/mm2):" 

Output31="Young's Modulus: Column Zone Y-Direction (N/mm2):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Stresses2y=Table[Stresses1y,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

DDDy=Flatten[Sum[CC,{i,1,Nl}]]/.Stresses2y; 

DDD1y=DDDy+σsT*AsTopy+σsD*AsDowny==0; 

EEE12=Table[ToRules[Quiet@Reduce[DDD1y&&εc2<εc[q]<0//Rationalize,εc[q]]],{q,1,1}]; 

WWWW3y=Sum[WWWW2,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses2y; 

WWWW42=Table[((WWWW3y+σsT*AsTopy*DTopy+σsD*AsDowny*DDowny)/10^6)/.EEE12,{q,1,

1}]; 

k12=Table[(εft-εc[q])/t*1000/.EEE12,{q,1,1}]; 

EEEE12y=Flatten[WWWW42/(k12*MomentofInertia)*10^9][[1]] 

Output32=EEEE12y>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

 

"Grid:” 

Print[Style["PLATE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD:",Underlined,Bold,16]]; 

Style["Grid:",Underlined,Bold] 

Output33="Grid">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

NXmax=LX/hX+1 

Output34=NXmax>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

NYmax=LY/hY+1 

Output35=NXmax>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

 

(*3. Reinforcement zones*) 

Style["Column strip width (mm):" ,Underlined,Bold] 

Output36="Column strip width (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

"Up/Down: X-Direction:" 

UpDown=Round[WidthColumnStripXDirection*LY,hY] 

UPDown1=UpDown/hY; 

Output37=UpDown>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

"Left/Right: Y-Direction:" 

LeftRight=Round[WidthColumnStripYDirection*LX,hX] 

LeftRight1=LeftRight/hX; 

Output38=LeftRight>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 
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(*Plate stiffness’s *) 

EEx=ConstantArray[EEEE12,{NXmax+2,NYmax+2}]; 

EEy=ConstantArray[EEEE12,{NXmax+2,NYmax+2}]; 

HHx=ConstantArray[t,{NXmax,NYmax}]; 

HHy=ConstantArray[t,{NXmax,NYmax}]; 

Gxy=(Ec)/(2(1+v)); 

Clear[Bl11,Bl1a,Bl1b] 

 

Extract[Delete[AbsoluteTiming[For[iteration=1,iteration<=Infinity,iteration++, 

DDx=(EEx*t^3)/(12(1-v^2)); 

MatrixForm[DDx]; 

DDy=(EEy*t^3)/(12(1-v^2)); 

MatrixForm[DDy]; 

R=(HHx+HHy)/2; 

DDxy=2/3(Gxy)*(R^3); 

MatrixForm[DDxy]; 

 

(*4. ASSEMBLE LINEAR SET OF FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS*) 

PlateEquation=M''[x,y]-Q/1000==0//N; 

FDRules1={M''[x,y]->(Mxx[i+1,j]-2Mxx[i,j]+Mxx[i-1,j])/(hX^2)+(Myy[i,j+1]-2Myy[i,j]+Myy[i,j-1])/( 

hY^2)+((-2MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+2MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]-2MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2]+2MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(hX*hY)),x-

>x[i],y->y[j]};  

 

Kinematic10=w''[x]==kxx[x,y]; 

FDRules10={w''[x]->(w[i+1,j]-2w[i,j]+w[i-1,j])/(hX^2),kxx[x,y]->kxx[i,j],x->x[i],y->y[j]}; 

Kinematic11=w''[y]==kyy[x,y]; 

FDRules11={w''[y]->(w[i,j+1]-2w[i,j]+w[i,j-1])/(hY^2),kyy[x,y]->kyy[i,j],x->x[i],y->y[j]}; 

 

Kinematic12C=w''[x,y]==kxyC[x,y]; 

FDRules12C={w''[x,y]->(-w[i,j]+w[i,j-1]-w[i-1,j-1]+w[i-1,j])/(hY*hX),kxyC[x,y]->kxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]}; 

Kinematic12D=w''[x,y]==kxyD[x,y]; 

FDRules12D={w''[x,y]->(+w[i,j]-w[i,j-1]+w[i+1,j-1]-w[i+1,j])/(hY*hX),kxyD[x,y]->kxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]}; 

Kinematic12E=w''[x,y]==kxyE[x,y]; 

FDRules12E={w''[x,y]->(-w[i,j]+w[i+1,j]-w[i+1,j+1]+w[i,j+1])/(hY*hX),kxyE[x,y]->kxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2]}; 

Kinematic12F=w''[x,y]==kxyF[x,y]; 

FDRules12F={w''[x,y]->(+w[i,j]-w[i,j+1]+w[i-1,j+1]-w[i-1,j])/(hY*hX),kxyF[x,y]->kxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2]}; 

 

FDTemplate1=PlateEquation/.FDRules1; 

FDTemplate10=Kinematic10/.FDRules10; 
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FDTemplate11=Kinematic11/.FDRules11; 

FDTemplate12C=Kinematic12C/.FDRules12C; 

FDTemplate12D=Kinematic12D/.FDRules12D; 

FDTemplate12E=Kinematic12E/.FDRules12E; 

FDTemplate12F=Kinematic12F/.FDRules12F; 

 

(*5. ADD BOUNDARY CONDITIONS*) 

If[BC11==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc12=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC12==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 
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bc10=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=w[1,NYmax+2]==w[-1,NYmax]; 

bc14=w[0,NYmax+1]==w[2,NYmax-1]; 

bc15=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc16=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1]; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC13==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc16=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1]; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC14==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 
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bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 

bc10=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC15==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 
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If[BC16==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc12=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC17==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc12=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 
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bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC18==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc12=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC19==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc5=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 
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bc12=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC23==1, 

bc1=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,1,NXmax}]; 

bc4=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,1,NXmax}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc16=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1]; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC24==1, 

bc1=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc4=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 
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bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 

bc10=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC25==1, 

bc1=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,1,NXmax}]; 

bc4=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)+(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-
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1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,1,1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 

 

If[BC31==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc6=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc8=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

If[BC32==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 
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bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 

bc14=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=w[1,NYmax+2]==w[-1,NYmax]; 

bc18=w[0,NYmax+1]==w[2,NYmax-1]; 

bc19=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc20=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1];,]; 

 

If[BC33==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 
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bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc20=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1];,]; 

 

If[BC34==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 

bc14=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

If[BC35==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 
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bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

If[BC43==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 
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bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=w[NXmax+2,NYmax]==w[NXmax,NYmax+2]; 

bc20=w[NXmax-1,NYmax-1]==w[NXmax+1,NYmax+1];,]; 

 

If[BC44==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc13=w[1,-1]==w[-1,1]; 

bc14=w[0,0]==w[2,2]; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

If[BC45==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j+1]==w[i,j-1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 
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bc9=Table[w[1,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[w[i,NYmax]==0,{i,2,NXmax-1}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc16=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

If[BC55==1, 

bc1=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc2=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax}]; 

bc3=Table[w[i,1]==0,{i,1,NXmax}]; 

bc4=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc5=Table[w[i,j-1]==w[i,j+1],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc6=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc8=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc10=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc11=w[NXmax,-1]==w[NXmax+2,1]; 

bc12=w[NXmax+1,0]==w[NXmax-1,2]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc17=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=0; 

bc19=0; 

bc20=0;,]; 
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If[BC59==1, 

bc1=w[1,1]==0; 

bc2=w[NXmax,1]==0; 

bc3=w[1,NYmax]==0; 

bc4=w[NXmax,NYmax]==0; 

bc5=Table[Mxx[i,j]==0,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc6=Table[w[i-1,j]==w[i+1,j],{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

bc7=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]; 

bc8=Table[Myy[i,j]==0,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc9=Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-

MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)==0,{i,1,1},{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc10=Table[w[NXmax,j]==0,{j,2,NYmax-1}]; 

bc11=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,1,1}]; 

bc12=Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY)-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY)==0,{i,2,NXmax-1},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]; 

bc13=Mxx[0,1]==0; 

bc14=Myy[1,0]==0; 

bc15=Mxx[NXmax+1,1]==0; 

bc16=Myy[NXmax,0]==0; 

bc17=Mxx[0,NYmax]==0; 

bc18=Myy[1,NYmax+1]==0; 

bc19=Mxx[NXmax+1,NYmax]==0; 

bc20=Myy[NXmax,NYmax+1]==0;,]; 

 

 

(*Merge DE's and BC's*) 

Eq1=Table[FDTemplate1,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq2a=Table[FDTemplate10,{i,0,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq2b=Table[FDTemplate10,{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,0}]; 

Eq2c=Table[FDTemplate10,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax+1,NYmax+1}]; 

Eq3a=Table[FDTemplate11,{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,NYmax+1}]; 

Eq3b=Table[FDTemplate11,{i,0,0},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq3c=Table[FDTemplate11,{i,NXmax+1,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

 

Eq4a=Table[FDTemplate12C,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq4b=Table[FDTemplate12D,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq4c=Table[FDTemplate12E,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq4d=Table[FDTemplate12F,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 
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Eq5a=Table[-(kxx[i,j]),{i,0,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]*Drop[Drop[DDx,None,1],None,-1]+Table[-

(v*kyy[i,j]),{i,0,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[DDy,None,1],None,-

1])*(Drop[Drop[DDx,None,1],None,-1])]; 

Eq5b=Table[Mxx[i,j],{i,0,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq5c=MapThread[Equal,{Eq5a,Eq5b},2]; 

 

Eq5d=Table[-(kxx[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,0}]*Drop[Drop[Drop[DDx,None,-NYmax-1],1],-1]+Table[-

(v*kyy[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,0}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[Drop[DDx,None,-NYmax-1],1],-

1])*(Drop[Drop[Drop[DDy,None,-NYmax-1],1],-1])]; 

Eq5e=Table[Mxx[i,j],{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,0}]; 

Eq5f=MapThread[Equal,{Eq5d,Eq5e},2]; 

 

Eq5g=Table[-

(kxx[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax+1,NYmax+1}]*Drop[Drop[Drop[DDx,None,NYmax+1],1],-1]+Table[-

(v*kyy[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax+1,NYmax+1}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[Drop[DDx,None,NYmax+1],1],-

1])*(Drop[Drop[Drop[DDy,None,NYmax+1],1],-1])]; 

Eq5h=Table[Mxx[i,j],{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax+1,NYmax+1}]; 

Eq5i=MapThread[Equal,{Eq5g,Eq5h},2]; 

 

Eq6a=Table[-(kyy[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,NYmax+1}]*Drop[Drop[DDy,1],-1]+Table[-

(v*kxx[i,j]),{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,NYmax+1}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[DDx,1],-1])*(Drop[Drop[DDy,1],-1])]; 

Eq6b=Table[Myy[i,j],{i,1,NXmax},{j,0,NYmax+1}]; 

Eq6c=MapThread[Equal,{Eq6a,Eq6b},2]; 

 

Eq6d=Table[-(kyy[i,j]),{i,0,0},{j,1,NYmax}]*Drop[Drop[Take[DDy,1],None,1],None,-1]+Table[-

(v*kxx[i,j]),{i,0,0},{j,1,NYmax}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[Take[DDy,1],None,1],None,-

1])*(Drop[Drop[Take[DDx,1],None,1],None,-1])]; 

Eq6e=Table[Myy[i,j],{i,0,0},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq6f=MapThread[Equal,{Eq6d,Eq6e},2]; 

 

Eq6g=Table[-(kyy[i,j]),{i,NXmax+1,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]*Drop[Drop[Take[DDy,-

1],None,1],None,-1]+Table[-

(v*kxx[i,j]),{i,NXmax+1,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]*Sqrt[(Drop[Drop[Take[DDy,-1],None,1],None,-

1])*(Drop[Drop[Take[DDx,-1],None,1],None,-1])]; 

Eq6h=Table[Myy[i,j],{i,NXmax+1,NXmax+1},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq6i=MapThread[Equal,{Eq6g,Eq6h},2]; 

 

Eq7a=Table[-(1-v)kxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]*DDxy; 

Eq7b=Table[MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 
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Eq7c=MapThread[Equal,{Eq7a,Eq7b},2]; 

 

Eq7d=Table[-(1-v)kxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]*DDxy; 

Eq7e=Table[MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq7f=MapThread[Equal,{Eq7d,Eq7e},2]; 

 

Eq7g=Table[-(1-v)kxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]*DDxy; 

Eq7h=Table[MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq7i=MapThread[Equal,{Eq7g,Eq7h},2]; 

 

Eq7j=Table[-(1-v)kxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]*DDxy; 

Eq7k=Table[MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]; 

Eq7l=MapThread[Equal,{Eq7j,Eq7k},2]; 

 

AllEquations=DeleteCases[Flatten[{Eq1,Eq2a,Eq2b,Eq2c,Eq3a,Eq3b,Eq3c,Eq4a,Eq4b,Eq4c,Eq4d

,Eq5c,Eq5f,Eq5i,Eq6c,Eq6f,Eq6i,Eq7c,Eq7f,Eq7i,Eq7l,bc1,bc2,bc3,bc4,bc5,bc6,bc7,bc8,bc9,bc10,

bc11,bc12,bc13,bc14,bc15,bc16,bc17,bc18,bc19,bc20}],0]; 

var=Union[Cases[AllEquations, w[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, kxx[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, 

kyy[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, kxyC[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, 

kxyD[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, kxyE[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, 

kxyF[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, Mxx[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, 

Myy[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, MxyC[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, 

MxyD[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, MxyE[_,_],∞],Cases[AllEquations, MxyF[_,_],∞]]; 

 

 

(*6. SOLVE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS*) 

{b12,m12}=CoefficientArrays[AllEquations,var]; 

AbsoluteTiming[Solution1=LinearSolve[m12,-b12]]; 

Solution={Thread[var->Solution1]}; 

 

 

(*Variables*) 

var2=Union[Cases[AllEquations, w[_,_],∞]]; 

var3=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kxx[_,_],∞]]; 

var4=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kyy[_,_],∞]]; 

var5C=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kxyC[_,_],∞]]; 

var5D=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kxyD[_,_],∞]]; 

var5E=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kxyE[_,_],∞]]; 

var5F=Union[Cases[AllEquations, kxyF[_,_],∞]]; 
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var6=Union[Cases[AllEquations, Mxx[_,_],∞]]; 

var7=Union[Cases[AllEquations, Myy[_,_],∞]]; 

var8C=Union[Cases[AllEquations, MxyC[_,_],∞]]; 

var8D=Union[Cases[AllEquations, MxyD[_,_],∞]]; 

var8E=Union[Cases[AllEquations, MxyE[_,_],∞]]; 

var8F=Union[Cases[AllEquations, MxyF[_,_],∞]]; 

 

 

(*11. CALCULATE THE OUTPUT*) 

 (*Deflection, Torsional Moments, Bending Moments and Shear Forces*) 

Deflection=w[i,j]; 

WWW10=Transpose[Flatten[Table[Deflection,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]; 

Print[Style["ITERATION:",Underlined,Bold]]; 

Print[iteration]; 

Print["Deflection (mm):"]; 

Print[Min[WWW10]]; 

 

Print["Torsional Stifness (N*mm2):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[Transpose[DDxy]]]; 

Mxy[i,j]=((MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/4)/10^3; 

Torsion=Mxy[i,j]; 

MatrixForm[WWW20=Transpose[Flatten[Table[Torsion,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]]; 

 

Print[Style["X-direction:",Bold]]; 

Print["Young's Modulus - Exx (N/mm2):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[Transpose[EEx]]]; 

Print["Curvature - kxx (mm-1):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[WWW31=Transpose[Flatten[Table[kxx[i,j],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]]]

; 

Print["Bending Moments - Mxx (kNm/m):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[WWW30=Transpose[Flatten[Table[Mxx[i,j]/10^3,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Soluti

on,1]]]]; 

Print[ListPlot3D[WWW30,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,PlotRange->All,Mesh-

>{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}]]; 

 

Print[Style["Y-direction:",Bold]]; 

Print["Young's Modulus - Eyy (N/mm2):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[Transpose[EEy]]]; 

Print["Curvature - kyy (mm-1):"]; 
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Print[MatrixForm[WWW41=Transpose[Flatten[Table[kyy[i,j],{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]]]

; 

Print["Bending Moments - Myy (kNm/m):"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[WWW40=Transpose[Flatten[Table[Myy[i,j]/10^3,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Soluti

on,1]]]]; 

Print[ListPlot3D[WWW40,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,PlotRange->All,Mesh-

>{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}]]; 

 

(*Shear Forces*) 

(*Y-direction*) 

WWW62a=Transpose[Flatten[Table[(-Myy[i,j-

1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]; 

WWW62b=Transpose[Flatten[Table[-(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]; 

WWW62=WWW62a+WWW62b; 

(*X-direction*) 

WWW72a=Transpose[Flatten[Table[(-Mxx[i-

1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]; 

WWW72b=Transpose[Flatten[Table[-(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-(-MxyD[i+1/2,j-

1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,1]]; 

WWW72=WWW72a+WWW72b; 

 

 

(*7. CALCULATE THE YOUNG "S MODULI CORRESPONDING TO THE CURVATURE*) 

EInew=Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax,n++, 

For[m=1,m<=NYmax,m++, 

Clear[σ,εt,εc]; 

Input0=Cases[Bl11, σ[m,n,_],∞]; 

 

Input01=Cases[Input0,σ[_,_,x_]->x]; 

Input02=Map[σ,Input01]; 

Input1=Thread[Input02->0]; 

If[Length[Input01]>=Nl,MessageDialog["Failure"];Quit[]];  

 

(*Multi-layer model*) 

k3=(εt[q]-εc[q])/t; 

Z1={z[i]->i*(t/Nl)-0.5*(t/Nl)}; 

Z2=Flatten[Table[Z1,{i,1,Nl}]]; 

Strains1={ε[i]->εc[q]+z[i]*k3}; 
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Strains2=Flatten[Table[Strains1,{i,1,Nl}]]/.Z2; 

 

Stresses2=Table[Stresses1,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

Stresses3=Stresses2/.Input1; 

WWWW1xy=z[i]*σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

WWWW2xy=WWWW1xy/.Z1; 

WWWW3xy=Sum[WWWW2xy,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3/.Input1; 

A=NN[i]; 

B=NN[i]->σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

CCxy=A/.B; 

DDDxy=Sum[CCxy,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3; 

DDD1xy=DDDxy/.Input1; 

 

σsT=Flatten[Piecewise[{{-fy,-εu<εc[q]+DTop*k3<=-εy},{(εc[q]+DTop*k3)*fy/εy,-

εy<=εc[q]+DTop*k3<=0},{(εc[q]+DTop*k3)*fy/εy,0<=εc[q]+DTop*k3<=εy},{fy,εy<=εc[q]+DTop*k3<=

εu}}]]; 

σsD=Flatten[Piecewise[{{-fy,-εu<εc[q]+DDown*k3<=-εy},{(εc[q]+DDown*k3)*fy/εy,-

εy<=εc[q]+DDown*k3<=0},{(εc[q]+DDown*k3)*fy/εy,0<=εc[q]+DDown*k3<=εy},{fy,εy<=εc[q]+DDow

n*k3<=εu}}]]; 

 

 

(*Field Zone*) 

(*X-Direction*) 

WWWW4x=k3*10^12==Abs[WWW31[[m,n]]]*10^12; 

DDD2x=DDD1xy+σsT*AsTop+σsD*AsDown==0; 

DDD3x=Join[{WWWW4x,DDD2x}]; 

Sow[SolutionX=Quiet@FindRoot[DDD3x,{{εc[q],0,εc2-10^-10,0},{εt[q],0,0,εu+10^-10}}]]; (*1,2*) 

If[εt[q]>εu||εc[q]<εc2,MessageDialog["Failure"];Quit[]]/.SolutionX; 

Sow[(WWWW3xy+σsT*AsTop*DTop+σsD*AsDown*DDown)/10^6/.SolutionX];  (*3*) 

 

(*Y-Direction*) 

WWWW4y=k3*10^12==Abs[WWW41[[m,n]]]*10^12; 

DDD2y=DDD1xy+σsT*AsTop+σsD*AsDown==0; 

DDD3y=Join[{WWWW4y,DDD2y}]; 

Sow[SolutionY=Quiet@FindRoot[DDD3y,{{εc[q],0,εc2-10^-10,0},{εt[q],0,0,εu+10^-10}}]];(*4,5*) 

If[εt[q]>εu||εc[q]<εc2,MessageDialog["Failure"];Quit[]]/.SolutionY; 

Sow[(WWWW3xy+σsT*AsTop*DTop+σsD*AsDown*DDown)/10^6/.SolutionY];(*6*) 
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(*Column Zone*) 

(*X-Direction*) 

Stresses2x=Table[Stresses1x,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

Stresses3x=Stresses2x/.Input1; 

WWWW1x=z[i]*σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

WWWW2x=WWWW1x/.Z1; 

WWWW3x=Sum[WWWW2x,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3x/.Input1; 

A=NN[i]; 

B=NN[i]->σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

CCx=A/.B; 

DDDx=Sum[CCx,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3x; 

DDD1x=DDDx/.Input1; 

WWWW4x=k3*10^12==Abs[WWW31[[m,n]]]*10^12; 

DDD2x=DDD1x+σsT*AsTopx+σsD*AsDownx==0; 

DDD3x=Join[{WWWW4x,DDD2x}]; 

Sow[SolutionX1=Quiet@FindRoot[DDD3x,{{εc[q],0,εc2-10^-10,0},{εt[q],0,0,εu+10^-10}}]];(*7,8*) 

If[εt[q]>εu||εc[q]<εc2,MessageDialog["Failure"];Quit[]]/.SolutionX1; 

Sow[(WWWW3x+σsT*AsTopx*DTopx+σsD*AsDownx*DDownx)/10^6/.SolutionX1];(*9*) 

 

(*Y-Direction*) 

Stresses2y=Table[Stresses1y,{i,1,Nl}]/.Strains2; 

Stresses3y=Stresses2y/.Input1; 

WWWW1y=z[i]*σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

WWWW2y=WWWW1y/.Z1; 

WWWW3y=Sum[WWWW2y,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3y/.Input1; 

A=NN[i]; 

B=NN[i]->σ[i]*t/Nl*b; 

CCy=A/.B; 

DDDy=Sum[CCy,{i,1,Nl}]/.Stresses3y; 

DDD1y=DDDy/.Input1; 

WWWW4y=k3*10^12==Abs[WWW41[[m,n]]]*10^12; 

DDD2y=DDD1y+σsT*AsTopy+σsD*AsDowny==0; 

DDD3y=Join[{WWWW4y,DDD2y}]; 

Sow[SolutionY1=Quiet@FindRoot[DDD3y,{{εc[q],0,εc2-10^-10,0},{εt[q],0,0,εu+10^-10}}]];(*10,11*) 

If[εt[q]>εu||εc[q]<εc2,MessageDialog["Failure"];Quit[]]/.SolutionY1; 

Sow[(WWWW3y+σsT*AsTopy*DTopy+σsD*AsDowny*DDowny)/10^6/.SolutionY1];(*12*) 

]]]; 
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(*Edit Young's Moduli outsides the edges of the slab*) 

(*X-Direction Field Zone: Young's Modulus*) 

MatrixForm[Mxx1=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{3,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NY

max]]]; 

EEx1=Quiet[Mxx1*10^6/(Abs[WWW31]*MomentofInertia)]; 

MatrixForm[EEx2=EEx1/.Indeterminate->EEEE12]; 

EEx3=Transpose[EEx2];  

EEx4=Append[Prepend[EEx3,EEx3[[1]]],EEx3[[-1]]]; 

EEx5=Join[Transpose[{EEx4[[All,1]]}],EEx4,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEx6=Join[EEx5,Transpose[{EEx4[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

 (*X-Direction Column Zone: Young's Modulus*) 

MatrixForm[Mxx12=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{9,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],N

Ymax]]]; 

EEx12=Quiet[Mxx12*10^6/(Abs[WWW31]*MomentofInertia)]; 

MatrixForm[EEx22=EEx12/.Indeterminate->EEEE12x]; 

EEx32=Transpose[EEx22];  

EEx42=Append[Prepend[EEx32,EEx32[[1]]],EEx32[[-1]]]; 

EEx52=Join[Transpose[{EEx42[[All,1]]}],EEx42,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEx62=Join[EEx52,Transpose[{EEx42[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

(*Combine*) 

MatrixForm[EEx2]; 

MatrixForm[EEx22]; 

MatrixForm[EEx2C1=Drop[Drop[EEx2,UPDown1],-UPDown1]]; 

MatrixForm[EEx2C=Partition[Flatten[Append[Prepend[EEx2C1,Take[EEx22,UPDown1]],Take[EEx

22,-UPDown1]]],NXmax]]; 

EEx3C=Transpose[EEx2C];  

EEx4C=Append[Prepend[EEx3C,EEx3C[[1]]],EEx3C[[-1]]]; 

EEx5C=Join[Transpose[{EEx4C[[All,1]]}],EEx4C,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEx6C=Join[EEx5C,Transpose[{EEx4C[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

 

 

 

(*Y-Direction Field Zone: Young's Modulus*) 

MatrixForm[Myy1=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{6,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NY

max]]]; 

EEy1=Quiet[Myy1*10^6/(Abs[WWW41]*MomentofInertia)]; 

MatrixForm[EEy2=EEy1/.Indeterminate->EEEE12]; 

EEy3=Transpose[EEy2]; 

EEy4=Append[Prepend[EEy3,EEy3[[1]]],EEy3[[-1]]]; 
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EEy5=Join[Transpose[{EEy4[[All,1]]}],EEy4,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEy6=Join[EEy5,Transpose[{EEy4[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

 (*Y-Direction Column Zone: Young's Modulus*) 

MatrixForm[Myy12=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{12,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],

NYmax]]]; 

EEy12=Quiet[Myy12*10^6/(Abs[WWW41]*MomentofInertia)]; 

MatrixForm[EEy22=EEy12/.Indeterminate->EEEE12y]; 

EEy32=Transpose[EEy22]; 

EEy42=Append[Prepend[EEy32,EEy32[[1]]],EEy32[[-1]]]; 

EEy52=Join[Transpose[{EEy42[[All,1]]}],EEy42,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEy62=Join[EEy52,Transpose[{EEy42[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

(*Combine*) 

MatrixForm[EEy2]; 

MatrixForm[EEy22]; 

MatrixForm[EEy2C1=Drop[Drop[Transpose[EEy2],LeftRight1],-LeftRight1]]; 

MatrixForm[EEy2C=Transpose[Partition[Flatten[Append[Prepend[EEy2C1,Take[Transpose[EEy22

],LeftRight1]],Take[Transpose[EEy22],-LeftRight1]]],NYmax]]]; 

EEy3C=Transpose[EEy2C];  

EEy4C=Append[Prepend[EEy3C,EEy3C[[1]]],EEy3C[[-1]]]; 

EEy5C=Join[Transpose[{EEy4C[[All,1]]}],EEy4C,2]; 

MatrixForm[EEy6C=Join[EEy5C,Transpose[{EEy4C[[All,-1]]}],2]]; 

 

 

(*8. EDIT TORSIONAL STIFFNESS*) 

"X-Direction Field Zone: Height Uncracked Zone"; 

hxx1=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{1,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hxx2=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{2,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hxx3=hxx1[[All,All,2]]; 

hxx4=hxx2[[All,All,2]]; 

hxx5=Quiet[Abs[hxx3/(hxx4-hxx3)*t]]; 

hxx6=Quiet[εft1/hxx4*(t-Abs[hxx3/(hxx4-hxx3)*t])]; 

hxx7=hxx5+hxx6; 

hxx8=ReplacePart[hxx7,Position[hxx7,x_/;x>t ]->t]; 

MatrixForm[hxx9=hxx8/.Indeterminate->t]; 

MatrixForm[hxx10=Transpose[hxx9]]; 

"X-Direction Column Zone: Height Uncracked Zone"; 

hxx12=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{7,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hxx22=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{8,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hxx32=hxx12[[All,All,2]]; 
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hxx42=hxx22[[All,All,2]]; 

hxx52=Quiet[Abs[hxx3/(hxx4-hxx3)*t]]; 

hxx62=Quiet[εft1/hxx42*(t-Abs[hxx32/(hxx42-hxx32)*t])]; 

hxx72=hxx52+hxx62; 

hxx82=ReplacePart[hxx72,Position[hxx72,x_/;x>t ]->t]; 

MatrixForm[hxx92=hxx82/.Indeterminate->t]; 

MatrixForm[HHx102=Transpose[hxx92]]; 

(*Combine*) 

MatrixForm[hxx9]; 

MatrixForm[hxx92]; 

MatrixForm[hxx2C1=Drop[Drop[hxx9,UPDown1],-UPDown1]]; 

MatrixForm[hxx2C=Partition[Flatten[Append[Prepend[hxx2C1,Take[hxx92,UPDown1]],Take[hxx92

,-UPDown1]]],NXmax]]; 

hxx3C=Transpose[hxx2C]; 

HHx=hxx3C; 

 

"Y-Direction Field Zone: Height Uncracked Zone:"; 

hyy1=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{4,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hyy2=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{5,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hyy3=hyy1[[All,All,2]]; 

hyy4=hyy2[[All,All,2]]; 

hyy5=Quiet[Abs[hyy3/(hyy4-hyy3)*t]]; 

hyy6=Quiet[εft1/hyy4*(t-Abs[hyy3/(hyy4-hyy3)*t])]; 

hyy7=hyy5+hyy6; 

hyy8=ReplacePart[hyy7,Position[hyy7,x_/;x>t ]->t]; 

MatrixForm[hyy9=hyy8/.Indeterminate->t]; 

MatrixForm[HHy10=Transpose[hyy9]]; 

"Y-Direction Column Zone: Height Uncracked Zone:"; 

hyy12=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{10,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hyy22=Transpose[Partition[Take[Flatten[Drop[EInew,1]],{11,12*NXmax*NYmax,12}],NYmax]]; 

hyy32=hyy12[[All,All,2]]; 

hyy42=hyy22[[All,All,2]]; 

hyy52=Quiet[Abs[hyy32/(hyy42-hyy32)*t]]; 

hyy62=Quiet[εft1/hyy42*(t-Abs[hyy32/(hyy42-hyy32)*t])]; 

hyy72=hyy52+hyy62; 

hyy82=ReplacePart[hyy72,Position[hyy72,x_/;x>t ]->t]; 

MatrixForm[hyy92=hyy82/.Indeterminate->t]; 

MatrixForm[HHy102=Transpose[hyy92]]; 

(*Combine*) 
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MatrixForm[hyy9]; 

MatrixForm[hyy92]; 

MatrixForm[hyy2C1=Drop[Drop[Transpose[hyy9],LeftRight1],-LeftRight1]]; 

MatrixForm[hyy2C=Transpose[Partition[Flatten[Append[Prepend[hyy2C1,Take[Transpose[hyy92],

LeftRight1]],Take[Transpose[hyy92],-LeftRight1]]],NYmax]]]; 

hyy3C=Transpose[hyy2C]; 

HHy=hyy3C; 

 

 

(*9. PRINCIPAL STRESSES*) 

If[PS==1, 

(*Shear Stress - X-Direction*) 

HxxC=Transpose[HHx]; 

τx2=Drop[Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax,n++, 

For[m=1,m<=NYmax,m++, 

Clear[σ]; 

Input0=Cases[Bl11, σ[m,n,_],∞]; 

Input01=Cases[Input0,σ[_,_,x_]->x]; 

HxxD=t/Nl*IntegerPart[HxxC[[m,n]]/t*Nl]; 

HxxE=IntegerPart[HxxC[[m,n]]/t*Nl]; 

τx1=Abs[WWW72[[m,n]]]*10^3/((HxxD)*b); 

Sow[Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[i=1,i<=Nl,i++, 

Sow[If[i>HxxE||MemberQ[Input01,i] ,0,τx1*HxxE/(HxxE-

Length[Cases[DeleteDuplicates[Input01],x_/;x<=HxxE]])]]]],1]]]; 

]]],1]; 

Length[τx2]; 

τx3=Flatten[τx2,2]; 

resx=Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[i=1,i<=Nl,i++, 

Sow[Transpose[Partition[Part[τx3,All,i],NYmax]] 

]]],1],2]; 

Column[MatrixForm/@resx]; 

 

(*Shear Stress - Y-Direction*) 

HyyC=Transpose[HHy]; 

τy2=Drop[Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax,n++, 

For[m=1,m<=NYmax,m++, 

Clear[σ]; 

Input0=Cases[Bl11, σ[m,n,_],∞]; 

Input01=Cases[Input0,σ[_,_,x_]->x]; 
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HyyD=t/Nl*IntegerPart[HyyC[[m,n]]/t*Nl]; 

HyyE=IntegerPart[HyyC[[m,n]]/t*Nl]; 

τy1=Abs[WWW62[[m,n]]]*10^3/((HyyD)*b); 

Sow[Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[i=1,i<=Nl,i++, 

Sow[If[i>HyyE||MemberQ[Input01,i] ,0,τy1*HyyE/(HyyE-

Length[Cases[DeleteDuplicates[Input01],x_/;x<=HyyE]])]]]],1]]]; 

]]],1]; 

Length[τy2]; 

τy3=Flatten[τy2,2]; 

resy=Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[i=1,i<=Nl,i++, 

Sow[Transpose[Partition[Part[τy3,All,i],NYmax]] 

]]],1],2]; 

Column[MatrixForm/@resy]; 

 

"Normal Stresses - X direction (N/mm2):"; 

Clear[n,m,x,i]; 

Strains1x=hxx3+z[i]*WWW31; 

Strains2x=Table[Strains1x,{i,1,Nl}]; 

For[n=1,n<=Nl,n++, 

Strains3x[n]=Take[Flatten[Strains2x,1],{n*NYmax-NYmax+1,n*NYmax}]]; 

Stresses4x=Map[StressesN,Table[Strains3x[n],{n,1,Nl}]/.Z2,{3}]; 

Clear[n,m,x,i]; 

Input0=Cases[Bl11, σ[_,_,_],∞]; 

Input01=Cases[Input0,σ[m_,n_,x_]->{x,m,n}]; 

Stresses5x=ReplacePart[Stresses4x,Input01->0]; 

Column[MatrixForm/@Stresses5x]; 

 

"Normal Stresses - Y direction (N/mm2):"; 

Clear[n,m,x,i]; 

Strains1y=hyy3+z[i]*WWW41; 

Strains2y=Table[Strains1y,{i,1,Nl}]; 

For[n=1,n<=Nl,n++, 

Strains3y[n]=Take[Flatten[Strains2y,1],{n*NYmax-NYmax+1,n*NYmax}]]; 

Stresses4y=Map[StressesN,Table[Strains3y[n],{n,1,Nl}]/.Z2,{3}]; 

Column[MatrixForm/@Stresses4y]; 

Clear[n,m,x,i]; 

Input0=Cases[Bl11, σ[_,_,_],∞]; 

Input01=Cases[Input0,σ[m_,n_,x_]->{x,m,n}]; 

Stresses5y=ReplacePart[Stresses4y,Input01->0]; 
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Column[MatrixForm/@Stresses5y]; 

 

(*Principal Stresses σ1,σ2,σ3*) 

Column[MatrixForm/@(Stresses5y+Stresses5x+resx+resy)]; 

I11=Stresses5x+Stresses5y+0; 

I21=Stresses5x*Stresses5y+0+0-resx^2-resy^2; 

I31=-Stresses5x*resx^2-Stresses5y*resy^2; 

 

(*First NYmax, due to transposing the previous lists*) 

Bl1=+Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]^3; 

Bl2=-Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]^2*I11; 

Bl3=+Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]^1*I21; 

Bl4=-I31; 

Bl5=Flatten[Bl1+Bl2+Bl3+Bl4]; 

Bl6=Thread[Bl5==0]; 

AA=Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax*NYmax*Nl,n++, 

Sow[Solve[Part[Bl6,n]]]]]; 

Bl7=Flatten[Drop[AA,1],4]; 

Bl8a=Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax*NYmax*Nl,n++, 

Sow[Bl7[[3n-2]]]]],1]]; 

Bl8b=Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax*NYmax*Nl,n++, 

Sow[Bl7[[3n-1]]]]],1]]; 

Bl8c=Flatten[Drop[Reap[For[n=1,n<=NXmax*NYmax*Nl,n++, 

Sow[Bl7[[3n]]]]],1]]; 

 

"Principal Stresses σ (N/mm2):"; 

Bl9a=Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]/.Bl8a; 

Column[MatrixForm/@Bl9a]; 

"Principal Stresses σ2 (N/mm2):"; 

Bl9b=Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]/.Bl8b; 

Column[MatrixForm/@Bl9b]; 

"Principal Stresses σ3 (N/mm2):"; 

Bl9c=Table[Table[σ[i,j,w],{i,1,NYmax},{j,1,NXmax}],{w,1,Nl}]/.Bl8c; 

Column[MatrixForm/@Bl9c]; 

Bl10a=Sort[Cases[Bl8a,(_->x_)/;x<fcd1]]; 

Bl10b=Sort[Cases[Bl8b,(_->x_)/;fcd1<x>fftd1]]; 

Bl10c=Sort[Cases[Bl8c,(_->x_)/;x>fftd1]]; 

"Critical Principal Stresses"; 

Bl1a=Bl11; 
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Bl1b=If[Length[Bl1a]<1,Join[Bl10a,Bl10b,Bl10c],Join[Bl10a,Bl10b,Bl10c,Bl1a]]; 

Bl11=Bl1b; 

Print["Critical Principal Stresses:"]; 

If[Length[Bl11]>=1,Print[Bl11],Print["None"]];,]; 

 

 

(*10. ALLOWABLE LIMIT Z*) 

Print["Allowable Limit Z:"]; 

Print[MatrixForm[Transpose[EEx-EEx6C]]]; 

Print[MatrixForm[Transpose[EEy-EEy6C]]]; 

compare[a_,b_,AllowableLimitZ_]:=!Or@@Positive@UnitStep@Flatten@(Abs[a-b]-

AllowableLimitZ*a); 

If[compare[EEy,EEy6C,AllowableLimitZ]&&compare[EEx,EEx6C,AllowableLimitZ],Break[]]; 

EEx=EEx6C; 

EEy=EEy6C; 

;]; 

Print["Time of calculation (sec.):"]; 

Output39="Time of calculation (sec.):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

],-1],1] 

Output40=%>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

 

(*11. CALCULATE THE OUTPUT*) 

(*Edge Forces*) 

(*X-direction*) 

WWW83a=Flatten[Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW83b=Flatten[Table[-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW83U=-WWW83a-WWW83b; 

WWW84a=Flatten[Table[(-Myy[i,j-1]+Myy[i,j+1])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW84b=Flatten[Table[-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2])/(2hY)-2(-MxyF[i-

1/2,j+1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hY),{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW84D=WWW84a+WWW84b; 

 

(*Y-direction*) 

WWW81a=Flatten[Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX),{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW81b=Flatten[Table[-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-MxyD[i+1/2,j-

1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX),{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW81L=-WWW81a-WWW81b; 
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WWW82a=Flatten[Table[(-Mxx[i-1,j]+Mxx[i+1,j])/(2hX),{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW82b=Flatten[Table[-2(-MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX)-2(-MxyD[i+1/2,j-

1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2])/(2hX),{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW82R=WWW82a+WWW82b; 

 

(*Concentrated Shear Force along the edges*) 

CornerForce=((MxyC[i-1/2,j-1/2]+MxyD[i+1/2,j-1/2]+MxyE[i+1/2,j+1/2]+MxyF[i-1/2,j+1/2])/4)/10^3; 

WWW91L=Flatten[Table[CornerForce,{i,1,1},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW92R=Flatten[Table[CornerForce,{i,NXmax,NXmax},{j,1,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW93U=Flatten[Table[CornerForce,{i,1,NXmax},{j,1,1}]/.Solution,2]; 

WWW94D=Flatten[Table[CornerForce,{i,1,NXmax},{j,NYmax,NYmax}]/.Solution,2]; 

 

 

(*Plot Graphs*) 

Style["RESULTS:",Underlined,Bold] 

Output41="RESULTS:">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

"Load (kN/m2):" 

Q 

"Deflection (mm):" 

Output42="Deflection (mm):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW10] 

Output43=Min[WWW10]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW10]; 

ListPlot3D[WWW10,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,MaxPlotPoints->200,Mesh-

>{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW10,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->10,PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Deflection - w (mm)",14]] 

Output44=WWW10>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Bending Moments - Mxx (kNm/m):" 

Output45="Bending Moments - Mxx (kNm/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW30] 

Output46=Min[WWW30]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW30] 

Output47=Max[WWW30]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW30]; 
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ListPlot3D[WWW30,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,MaxPlotPoints-

>200,PlotRange->All,Mesh->{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW30,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->10,PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Bending Moments - Mxx (kNm/m)",14]] 

Output48=WWW30>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Bending Moments - Myy (kNm/m):" 

Output49="Bending Moments - Myy (kNm/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW40] 

Output50=Min[WWW40]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW40] 

Output51=Max[WWW40]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW40]; 

ListPlot3D[WWW40,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,MaxPlotPoints-

>200,PlotRange->All,Mesh->{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW40,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->10,PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Bending Moments - Myy (kNm/m)",14]] 

Output52=WWW40>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Torsional Moments - Mxy (kNm/m):" 

Output53="Torsional Moments - Mxy (kNm/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW20] 

Output54=Min[WWW20]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW20] 

Output55=Max[WWW20]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW20]; 

ListPlot3D[WWW20,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,MaxPlotPoints->200,PlotRange->All,Mesh->{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW20,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->{Automatic,14},PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Torsional Moments - Mxy (kNm/m)",14]] 

Output56=WWW20>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Shear Force - Qx (kN/m):" 
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Output57="Shear Force - Qx (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW72] 

Output58=Min[WWW72]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW72] 

Output59=Max[WWW72]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW72]; 

ListPlot3D[WWW72,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,MaxPlotPoints->200,PlotRange->All,Mesh->{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW72,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->9,PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Shear Force - Qx (kN/m)",14]] 

Output60=WWW72>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Shear Force - Qy (kN/m):" 

Output61="Shear Force - Qy (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW62] 

Output62=Min[WWW62]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW62] 

Output63=Max[WWW62]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Dimensions[WWW62]; 

ListPlot3D[WWW62,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}},InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,MaxPlotPoints->200,PlotRange->All,Mesh->{NXmax-2,NYmax-2}] 

ListContourPlot[WWW62,DataRange->{{0,LX},{0,LY}}, ColorFunction-

>"BrightBands",ContourLabels->All,InterpolationOrder->1,Contours->9,PlotRange-

>All,AspectRatio->LY/LX,ImageSize->Large,FrameLabel->{Style["Lx (mm)",14],Style["Ly 

(mm)",14]},PlotLabel->Style["Shear Force - Qy (kN/m)",14]] 

Output64=WWW62>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Edge Force Ry - Up (kN/m):" 

Output65="Edge Force Ry - Up (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW83U] 

Output66=Min[WWW83U]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW83U] 

Output67=Max[WWW83U]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

WWW81U2=Table[(i-1)hX,{i,1,NXmax}]; 

ListPlot[Transpose[{WWW81U2,WWW83U}],PlotStyle->{Blue, Thick},Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,LX},{Min[1.2Min[WWW83U],0],1.2Max[WWW83U]}},Joined->True,PlotLabel->Style["Edge 
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Force Ry - Up (kN/m)",14], FrameLabel->Style["Distance (mm)",14],InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,ImageSize->Large] 

Output68=Transpose[{WWW81U2,WWW83U}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

"Edge Force Ry - Down (kN/m):" 

Output69="Edge Force Ry - Down (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW84D] 

Output70=Min[WWW84D]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW84D] 

Output71=Max[WWW84D]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ListPlot[Transpose[{WWW81U2,WWW84D}],PlotStyle->{Blue, Thick},Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,LX},{Min[1.2Min[WWW84D],0],1.2Max[WWW84D]}},Joined->True,PlotLabel->Style["Edge 

Force Ry - Down (kN/m)",14], FrameLabel->Style["Distance (mm)",14],InterpolationOrder-

>1,Filling->Axis,ImageSize->Large] 

Output72=Transpose[{WWW81U2,WWW84D}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Edge Force Rx - Left (kN/m):" 

Output73="Edge Force Rx - Left (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW81L] 

Output74=Min[WWW81L]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW81L] 

Output75=Max[WWW81L]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

WWW80L2=Table[(i-1)hY,{i,1,NYmax}]; 

ListPlot[Transpose[{WWW80L2,WWW81L}],PlotStyle->{Blue, Thick},Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,LY},{Min[1.2Min[WWW81L],0],1.2Max[WWW81L]}},Joined->True,PlotLabel->Style["Edge 

Force Rx - Left (kN/m)",14], FrameLabel->Style["Distance (mm)",14],InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,ImageSize->Large] 

Output76=Transpose[{WWW80L2,WWW81L}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

 

"Edge Force Rx - Right (kN/m):" 

Output77="Edge Force Rx - Right (kN/m):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW82R] 

Output78=Min[WWW82R]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW82R] 

Output79=Max[WWW82R]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

ListPlot[Transpose[{WWW80L2,WWW82R}],PlotStyle->{Blue, Thick},Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,LY},{Min[1.2Min[WWW82R],0],1.2Max[WWW82R]}},Joined->True, PlotLabel->Style["Edge 

Force Rx - Right (kN/m)",14],FrameLabel->Style["Distance (mm)",14],InterpolationOrder->1,Filling-

>Axis,ImageSize->Large] 

Output80=Transpose[{WWW80L2,WWW82R}]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 
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"Concentrated Corner Force (kN):" 

Output81="Concentrated Corner Force (kN):">>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW93U]+Min[WWW91L] 

Output82=Min[WWW93U]+Min[WWW91L]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW93U]+Max[WWW92R] 

Output83=Max[WWW93U]+Max[WWW92R]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Max[WWW94D]+Max[WWW91L] 

Output84=Max[WWW94D]+Max[WWW91L]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 

Min[WWW94D]+Min[WWW92R] 

Output85=Min[WWW94D]+Min[WWW92R]>>>"OutputMathematica.txt"; 
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H INPUT NUMERICAL MODEL 

1. Geometry 

LX = 4000 (*mm*) 

LY = 4000 (*mm*) 

t = 200 (*mm*) 

b = 1000 (*mm*) 

 

2. Columnzone / Fieldzone 

WidthColumnStripXDirection = 0.20/1 

WidthColumnStripYDirection = 0.20/1 

 

3. Traditonal Reinforcement 

3.1 Traditional Reinforcement Fieldzone 

⌀k = 10 (*mm*) 

nb = 5 (*Number of bars*) 

AsTop = 0 (*mm2*) 

AsDown = nb*Pi*(1/2*⌀k)^2 (*mm2*) 

DTop = 0.1t (*mm*) 

DDown = 0.9t (*mm*) 

 

3.2 Traditional Reinforcement Columnzone X-Direction 

⌀kx = 10 (*mm*) 

nbx = 6 (*Number of bars*) 

AsTopx = 0 (*mm2*) 

AsDownx = nbx*Pi*(1/2*⌀kx)^2 (*mm2*) 

DTopx = 0.1t (*mm*) 

DDownx = 0.9t (*mm*) 

 

3.3 Traditional Reinforcement Columnzone Y-Direction 

⌀ky = 8 (*mm*) 

nby = 10 (*Number of bars*) 

AsTopy = 0 (*mm2*) 

AsDowny = nby*Pi*(1/2*⌀ky)^2 (*mm2*) 

DTopy = 0.1t (*mm*) 

DDowny = 0.9t (*mm*) 
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4. Material behaviour 

4.1 Concrete 

fcd2 = -30 (*N/mm2*) 

fcd1 = -30 (*N/mm2*) 

fftd1 = 2.5 (*N/mm2*) 

εc2 = -3.5*10^-3 

εc1 = -1.75*10^-3 

εft1 = fftd1/Ec 

Ec = fcd1/εc1 

 

4.2 Traditional Reinforcement 

fy = 435 (*N/mm2*) 

Es = 200000 (*N/mm2*) 

εu = 27.50*10^-3 

εy = fy/Es 

 

4.3 Module post-cracking behaviour 

fftd2 = 2 (*N/mm2*) 

fftd3 = 2 (*N/mm2*) 

εft2 = εft1+10^-4 

εftmax = 25*10^-3 

 

4.4 Tension-Stiffening  

TS = 1 (*1=Enable*) 

a1 = 0.07; 

b1 = 0.32;  

Δx = 2; (*mm*) 

 

4.5 Poisson Factor 

v=0.20 

 

5.0 Boundary Conditions (*1=Enable*) 

BC11 = 1  

BC12 = 0 

BC13 = 0 

BC14 = 0 

BC15 = 0 

BC16 = 0 

BC17 = 0 
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BC18 = 0 

BC19 = 0 

 

BC23 = 0 

BC24 = 0 

BC25 = 0 

 

BC31 = 0 

BC32 = 0 

BC33 = 0 

BC34 = 0 

BC35 = 0 

 

BC43 = 0  

BC44 = 0 

BC45 = 0 

 

BC55 = 0  

BC59 = 0 

 

6.0 Other 

6.1 Meshsize 

hX = hY = 500 (*mm*) 

6.2 Number of Layers 

Nl =10 

6.3 (EI)n-(EI)n-1 

AllowableLimitZ =0.001 

6.4 PrincipalStresses 

PS = 0 (*1=Enable*) 

 

7.0 Load 

7.1 Q-Load 

Q = 10 (*kN/m2*) 
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